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It is recommended that a
series of national and
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to (1) identify leadership in the
health education. parent
education, and early childhood
education fields; (2) deter-
mine present and future health
education needs and interests
of preschool children; (3)
more fully describe existing
health educaiton programs for
preschool children; and (4)
explore ways to chart new
directions for legislation,
program development and
research to assure that pre-
school children and their
parents are involved in
expanding health education
programs."
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Preface

Td report of the conference on Health Promotion and Health Educa-
tion in Early Childhood held in Ann Arbor, Michigan, July 31-August 1,
1975 ha., been prepared as a final commitment to the participants and to
those interested individuals who were unable to attend. The report faith-
fully Documents all of the proceedings and recommendations except the
presentation of Dr Eli Bower of the University of California, Berkeley,
whose remarks on The Rushing Torrent of New Knowledge. Directions
for Professional Education were given as a banquet address without a
prepared text kThe conference agenda appecIrs in Appendix A.) It is hoped
that the report will serve not only as a documentation of what occurred, but
also as a compendium of ideas for the future and as a challenge to con-
tinue the work that has been initiated among those who attended.

The conference is one of a series of activities being carried on by the
Program of Health Education. University of Michigan, School of Public
Health as part of the Project on Early Childhood Health Education sup-
ported by the Lattman Foundation The generous support of the project
and of the conference by the Lattman Foundation is gratefully acknowl-
edged.

Special mention must be made of the contributions of three individuals
who have served as Lattman Fellows on the Early Childhood Health Educa-
tion ProjectKaren Haller, who served as assistant conference coor-
4inator and who handled so many of the important details which make a
conference like this effective. Suzanne Gilbert, who collected project and
preconference planning data, and who helped in organizing and preparing
the recommendatiOns emerging from the conference, and Kathleen
Zaveia, who helped in preparing special materials needed in the project
and who served as a recorder for the conference.

Thanks go also to Winnie Willis. Harry Dalsey, Max Alderson, and
Dolores Malvitz who served as discussion leaders for the conference. and
to Ruth Simon. Mary LaDuc, and Jane Osburn, who served as group
recorders

No conference is held. nor the proceedings prepared, without the con-
tinuous and sustained support of a secretarial staff, and these proceedings
ate no exception.3ppreciation is expressed here for the very fine contribu-
tions of Airce Ellsworth and Debris Keefer.

Scott K. Simonds, Dr.P.H.
Conference Director
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introduction

by

Scott K. Simonds, Dr.P.H.
Professor of Health Education

School of Public Health
University of Michigan

A-, if rector of the conference, would like to welcome you and, in the few
moment,. a. iiiable to me provide a background view of the conference
How did It t ism.? about' vihere do we hope to go during the day and a halt
we have together

In 'circle me 1,-,ure the idea of this conference has grown out of the work
of the President 5 Committee on Health Education When the Committee
filed its report in 1972 it recommended that a series of national regional
contf3renoes be held t0 identify leadership in the health education, parent
education. and early unlidhood education fields, to determine present and
future health education needs and interests of preschool children, to more
fumy describe the existing health education programs for preschool chil-
dren and to explore ways to chart new directions for legislation. program
development an i research to assure that preschool children and their
parents are involved in expanding health education programs Not only
do I fully subscribe to this recommendation. but I am also well a:Jan) of
many of the needs and problems on which it is based

in my capacity as chairman of the Subcommittee on Education of the
President s Committee I had an opportunity to talk with health education
and early C. tiiiilhood specialists around the country and to listen to many
who described 'proble.ns in implementing service and educational pro-
grams for preschoolers at the community level Many of the salient issues
which must be addressed were summarized for the President s Committee
in an / iutstanitng ilvurking paper entitled Health Education of Preschool.
Children and Their Parents prepared by Anne E Impellizzen and Lynne
Bernstein of the Health and Welfare Division. Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company in their cap, city s staff to the Subcommittee You will find a
copy of that working paper in your conference packet which we hope will
be a useful referepce for you

'Ald n a are a.a,labie from the Sot -,Pty for Public. Health Education Great Lakes
for t1-0 iersty of Nicrigan Si.hooi of Publw Health Ann Arbor Mr 48104
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From the work of the President s Committee and from Mrs. Impellizzeri's
rdp,rt there emerged the cl3arer picture that health education of young
,.r ,,iren and their parents was a generally neglected focal area in the
tie,ttr, education field Therefore. we were challenged at the University of

to examine this area more closely and to attempt to bring our re-
soun.es to bear on the problems To hold a conference seemed most com-
patib,e with the interests of our Health Education Program in the School of
Put)... Health I feel most fortunate that we were Mile to secure financial
,.,pport for this venture from the Lattman Foundation, which has also been
ve'y helpful in providing support for selected students whose'special
,ntert.sts are in this area We are particularly appreciative of the Lattman
Foundation $ interest in health promotion in early childhood.

Perhaps the most important reason why this conference has come
atuut however. is that as a society we have much further to go to make
,'..1dhuud what it is supposed to bea chance for maximum growth
and deveiopment in a climate of support and nourishment. That there
art: surhe ,h,idren in many instances who do not have the benefit of such a
clJnate., o`oviulas to everyone here today. Hopefully we will come away
frurri the Lonlerenee with some ideas about how we can do a better job
on behalf of young children when we return to our jobs.

--Vs" indeed a cross-disciplinary conference as you will note by refer-
ring to the i.st of participants we nave, physicians, psychologists, nurses,
nutr.tionists 13ducators, social workers, dentists, dental hygienists. health
educators. .Id welfac., ,ivorkers, extension agents and early childhood
edu,..aturs we ha'e people from state, federal, and local agencies, volun-
tary as well do Official It seems to me that we are representative of practi-
,aily every discipline that has some concern with young children, and the
piomot,on of health and health education among young children and their
parents It seems to me also that we have something else in common. the
.nterest and commitment to early childhood and an interest and commit-
ment to health Hopefully all of us here want to find new ways to look at
,unie of the problems with which we deal, as well as to find some of that
proverbial help to solve old problems that plague us. Perhaps with the
counsel of our speakers and our fellow participants, we can begin to de-
v e,iop a mush larger perspective within which problems may be handled.
Nye may begin to see alternative ways of dealing with our problems, for
example. and' perhap,:, begin to identify other disciplines that might be
helpful to us

With so many different disciplines represented in this conference,
shouid we anticipate communication problems? Since this may be a ques-
tion you are raising in your own minds, I would like to establish a few

'See Appendix B for a fist of particopants.
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ground rules First we must ail accept that no one person or discipline has
the answer There are multiple answers and multiple definitions Second,
we should be searching to enlarge our visions and understandings, not
constrict them by imposing a framework We are quite willing to have mul-
tiple views discussed Third we are not trying to achieve r. oncensus on
recommendations, but rather are looking for options. We hope in your dis-
cussions of recommendations that you will provide us with as many op-
tions as possible Finally, at a cross-disciplinary conference like this. it is
necessary that the material presented be broad enough to include.us all I

hope that you will find that our speakers will provide a number of concep-
tual umbrellas under which we al fit comfortably.

Let me say a few words now about the agenda We are going to have
several speakers, each of whom will make (.1 presentation for approxi-
mately forty minutes during a general session, after which there will be fif-
teen minutes k..r so for audience response. As conference participants, we
should use th,-, brief time to gain clarifications from the speaker or add
comments of our own since there will not be further opportunity to talk
with the Ind. y 'dual speakers in our small group sessions We hope that:
while in salad groups, we can move beyond clarification of what the
speaker has said There are two small group discussion periods
scheduled although we recognize that they will likely be insufficient for a
group as di erne as this with so much to discuss Nevertheless, the small
group sessions have been planned to give us a chance to react to the ideas
presented by the speakers to see how they fit into our own communities or
Our own discipline, and to help us share with each other problems that we
are facing in our comrunities Out of these interactions, we may find assis-
tanz.e in looking at these problems or in the actual handling of them in new
ways The small groups are also asked to make suggestions or recom-
mendations for follow-up activities. - -

I think it is important for us. all to know that this conference has no been
planned in a vacuum, but rather has been designed as an important step
for a number of organizations to learn auotit health promotion and health
education in early childhood and to develop follow-up activities. We I-ave,
therefore. three special sets of people here with antennae out to discover
what is relevant to them

First we have the Committee on Preschool and School Health Education
from the Office of 'Health and Medical Affairs. Governor s Office. State of
Michigan Th,s committee will be meeting immediately after the confer-
ence to discuss recommendations thatare made by participants and pre-
pare a report for Governor fAilliken This committee will be meeting not
only right after the conference but once or twice again before piesenting

ACr..."2r 3 A tor tt'r- dgerrti
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Its final report h; the i_nci of 1975 You can be assured that the committee
member, in eacn of the small group sessions will be listening very carefully

to the suggestions you have
:eL ondiy. we have many members present from the Society for Public

mea,tri Education Great Lakes Chapter. the organization that has been
ne,ptui in assisting with the conference and helping with the publica-

t,ori or !tie working paper This SOPHE Chapter has also been planning its
own tuituw-up of the conference through a meeting of its Early Childhood
Eguk,ation Committee to review the recommendations that are made.

Tnirdiy thu6e of us from the Health Education Program,in the School of
Panic rieditri disci have a responsibility for follow-up activities. We are
planning oost-conference visits to those of you who came in teamsof three
ur mere These visits Will be to provide both evaluation and consultation.,

aisu plan to make the proceedings of the conference available for
who were interested. but'could not attend.

At, are iyvning forward to a very productive session and hope that you
parti,,,pate with us in this dialogue to share some of the ideas whiCh

you have ind sc;me of the problems with which you struggle,

4



Community and Professional Responsibility
for Health Promotion in Early Childhood

by -

Ruben Meyer, M.D., M.P.H.
Professor of Maternal and Child Health

School of Public Health
University of Michigan

I

If I am not for myself
Who will be for me9
it r am for myself alone.
What am 19
It not now when 9

Talmud

the United States communities have for many years provided numer-
ous safeguards for the health of the newborn and the school-aged child. A
ar.ety of legislati.e and institutional controls assures the child at birth of a

Cleen de;ivery room in hospitals lictrised by state law, staffed by reason-
ably competent professional attendants They also mandate preventive.
measures against gonorrheal ophthalmic infection and require screening
for certain brain-damaging metabolic disorders amenable to early
therapeutic ,ntervention

Most ,fates na.e on the books variably implemented. laws that demand
health exd -mations and inimunization against communicable disease
designed to protect children when they enter School. Pennsylvania has
even enacted iegislation creating more-or-less comprehensive health de-,
livery systems in the schools

However when one examines the system for preventive services for
young children far ! ass community intervention is apparent. The young
child n the pre-school years has been the responsibilitywith relatively
little community support of individual parents and families economi-
cally socially and educationally capable of proViding the resources to
promote and protect the health of these children Health departments
have been traditionally supported for well child care by federal funds
and technical support during the golden years of the Children s Bureau
of the Department of Health Education and Welfare These programs are

5
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gent'!,l.;* I t!:.,tr ,Ltt'd to I 0,A, income children and limited in scope of serv-
ces The tendency to provide inadequate support for ministries or depart-

rn,_int, ot heaith ,s, a 04 orld-wide phenomenon Even in countries where
0 ,rii. c pru,,Ii amt, otter personal health services they are. in general. in-
,idd,.. -ite. And used exclusively by the poor '

Trie importance ut environmental influences on the early years of child-
rk.),`d de,elopment has long been recognized That change in many
..uo.an k,h,ti i;..terist,4...s {related to health} becomes more and more difficult
iii, '!,.' ,.riaraLterist,,,s become fully developed was documented by Ben-
On, r 6i.),,f11 in 19b4 He emphatically stated that the promotion of child
Ju.t.,Li(.0Titflt ,,..1t,,triy, a social responsibility The most sensitive and criti-
,:u 1,.,,,it,,, for health pronwtion are those for which the community has as-
sumed !east tesponsibIlity

Tr,t' ,,e,i,tr, c,totessions have usually been 'quite passive in the develop-
; . , t , t pi, :iti.e health care Individual professionals in association with

,,, trwit, ,,t,,1 tdrrillies have performed recommended procedures in their,
idr,.-it, ,,,,I,,t,,. es taut these activities have largely been directed toward
.irnited ii _,* ,t,,,n education and communicable disease prevention.

.p., .t ,i owit,) are the )eading cause of death in children beyond the
ti',-,t ,,,, I' of life some professional associations (e.g. the American
Ak ak-t.2rn,, ut Pediatrics) have, through their individual members, de-
,e,,q:Jed th,ciderit prevention and poison control programs. They have also
-_,L,,i-s,)t,arripaigned for specific legiSlation such as laws requiring
,,,-itet? qiass in doors the Flammable Fabrics Act and the Poison Packag-
,,) L,104 Tr t'sc adiv lies. however, have for the most part been sporadic
ani limited

t
Tr,t' agenda for neaith professional groups to exert pressure for legisla-

t,,,e a4_,tion tt,tt ,tviii promote and piotect the health of young children is far
trom Lpmplete Education through the provision of information alone is
nut enough There is urgent need for the creation of resources and or-
garl,zed .,ervices tnat faciiitate parental motivation at the community level
ty impru,ve the nealtri of young children utilizing our best technology avail-
at);.,: di tcl ,A,k.e.,isibledt all social levels, These'services can be delivered in a
.tir eti of sett.nijs such as day care centers. nursery schools, community
human er.it..e centers. and pediatric and family health clinics, private and
public

t sr 0. d t.,e noted .that demonstrable need does not produce programs.
k.,nde.,, e'te.c.ti,e demand can be created by social and political action, im-
portant nea.tn needs v,iii not be resolved. The key to conversion of need to
dem& ),1 resides in the community s value system, and this is traditionally
neterodeneouthe United 'States, It takes concerted action by highly
mot, atfe.d oPt....idi interest groups. often in coalition, to effect political ac-
tion for iegisiative response. and this is especial difficult in the case of

6
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Community and Professional ResoonsIbility

social programs The difficulty is compounded when the needs are for
.health promotion and prevention that have traditionally occupied a rela-
tively low priority in the Arrlevican health system Acute crisis-oriented.
epispdi9 needs more readily activate demand for action

One it'muId not take too seriously the current myth that we have a child-
oriented_s'ociety or one with a deep and abiding concern for its children
Fritz Fk4dI addressed this question quite forcefully first in 1962.1 and again
in 1966 when he described the United States as Underdeveloped Coun-
try, Type II, which he defined as a c/untry in" which the services for chil-
dren are sorely underdeveloped but that haven t the slightest excuse for
that sordid state of affairs In his view we have a long experience in plan-
n,ng and organizing extensive resources for public action and service that
have been clearly effective i,n a variety of other fields Communities can
bring cha,nge through political and legislative action when they are
motivated and organized to do so'

We have the technology and we have the experience Some of iicur serv-ss
ices are the best a society can produce However. the facts are we have \
done less well for children in recent years. especially in health-promoting
and health- preventive activities. than we have for older people. This trend
does not suggest to me a very meaningful affection for children.

Within the context of community and socia, action what is the respon-
sibilit of health professionals" The social and health programs of the
1960 s certainly did not fulfill the resolutions produced by the White House
Conference on children in 1960 We heard the same needs restated in
1970 and special mention was made in regard to young children and their
health needs In order to coordinate and consolidate categorical pro-
grams federal agencies moved in the direction of block grants and
revenue- sharing These trends have not produced more or better programs
for young children

The values and attitudes of the general public and their legislators will
not respond to current need unless special interest groups such as health
professionals aggressively participate in activities that influence the at-
titudes of those Individuals ffi't5ur society who have the power to generate
legislative action

Professionals in concert with parents have on occasions influenced
judicial and bureaucratic act eons in behalf of children Some

victui ies,. however srnail, were achieved in the states of Washington,
Pennsylvania. California, Michigan and others. As Lowrie and Berlin have
stated. Public Health objectives require political action,' 5 Support for
new program, Jepends on legislation at the state and federal levels. The
need for health promotion for young bt, met by effective de-

: mand only when an informed community, in concert with professional
groups develops a value orientation generatirig the necessary pressure for

7
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change' Progrts pubitc tivaith from sarlary.laws to immunization pro-
grams .and water riuoridation have been the outcome pf combined corn-

, munity aCCO professional action fulfilling their responsibil.ties. When soci-
ety and the,protesions assume the responsibility they should,for prgauc-
ing the resources fix prdmotirag the health of young children, we.will be
-Lapabte of developng effective programs that will provide the necessary
services .

Footnotes

v1:0Ici Lieaittl Organization Technical Deport Series N6 480 Personal
Niw,fkr Care and Social Security Geneva. 1971, p 8

-fI;(?orn A Stattitty an Change in Human Characteristics John Wiley,
f441.,,Ar yi:irk 1964 pp 229-231

F in«! Crisisln the Children s Field, 'Amer.,/ Orthopsychiat.. Oct.
1962

F tlie Deal With Children The Free Press. N.Y .1966. p. 5.

N V and Berlin t Child Advocacy Political and Legrlative Im-
pticatons Advocacy for Child Mental Health ed Berlin. I., Brunner/
Mazes N Y 1975, p 316
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A Systems View of Intervention and Its
Implications for Promoting-the

Health of Young Children

by

Ann Hartman, D.S.W.
Professor of Social,Work

School of Social Work
University of Michigan

In -,orne ways my topic todaya systems view as it relates to health
promotiuii ft young Lhildren is already expressed in the assumptions

must nave guided the planning of this conference Calling together
a group of professionals from many different disciplines and specializa-
tions demunstrates a belief that our diverse interests are truly interrelated,
And those who answered the call to attend this conference must have done
st; cut of some Lonviction that an approach which cuts across disciplines,
whh adapts a comprehensive view of the health of children. has value. In
t",at sense my guess would be that you aft on some level. hold what I call a
systems perspective although you may not identify it as such. 2.

vVhat then is this systems view/ This question is not an easy one to an-
swer Systems theories and I use the pli 'al advisedly. have had their im-
pact on almost every profession and on.the social and physical sciences.
Systems jargon is everywhere, and the use of terms like throughput' and
entropy guarantees that one is on board in our electrohic age This pro-

,ystems theories and the many different ways the term is used
make it mandatury that I attempt to spell out what I mean by a systems point
of view

For the sake of our discussioo a systems view is a way of thinking that
fit,, uses ,r1 the transaLtional relationships among entities rather than on a
view of the essential atomistic nature of things It is a highly relativistic
view which is suspicious of absolutes. of partialization, and of single cause
expianations Its a comprehensive view which attempts to take account of
and organize all of the elements transacting in a situation and the nature of
those transactions

A systems perspective in medicine is one which focuses on the whole
person, upon all the systems in the body and the way each system's

9
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tunct oning transacts with other systems As a matter of fact, in medicine,

vse nee t'A 0 opposite trends creating considerable tension in education
r: the '-ititiveni of health care services The knowledge explosion and

tier ,iii iea to a proliferation of medical specialties and sub-

spe, iaities to the point where four-fifths of American physicians practice
On the other hand the move toward comprehensive care

attornot-, to find some way to put the person, like Humpty Dumpty. back

t getner again either through the development of a generalist specialty or
i.arlous methods of integrating' single patient care by many

ippi,rnd a systems view to our concern for the health of young chit-

dr,?n i would iike to extend the boundaries of our concern even further. I

woLdd IiKe to define our concern not only as the whole child but as the sys-

t,,, inoudes the child and his total life space If we define our do-

n in th,,, way the science of ecology provides a useful metaphor or
,nceptua! model Ecological study focuses on the organism in its life

;;.)-t4:e and on the delicate adaptive. supportive, and mutually enhancing
balance that must exist between living things and their environments. It
ieems to me that this is an appropriate metaphor for the consideration of
the health of the young child

n at might the adoption of such a Stance mean in actual practice? First,

Ind most importantly an ecological systems perspective views the child

and his environment as a single system. and the health and welfare of-the
is understood in that context. In the mental health field, this view has

noeh exoressect in the family therapy movement where the child's behavior
increasingly seen as an expression of the.dynarnics of the total family

system According to the family systems clinicians, schizophrenia, rather
than beind seen as a disease process intrinsic to the nature of the indi-
vluuai is seen as an adaptive response to family communication patterns
implications for intervention are"revolutionalizing child psychiatry. The
traditional model was to see the child as ill and to treat him with a variety

o,vchotherapeutic methods However. as the child's symptoms were an

important part of the maintenance of the family system. a change in the
child was experienced as a threat to the family Often the child was caught

between the therapist s effort to help him change and the family system's
uncnrisi;lous requirement that he remain the same 2.

It an ecologiGai systems stance is adopted as we view the health of chil-
dren what is included in the life space. in the environment?

First of course the child is a biological creature that must be nurtured

by a physical environment which is congruent to his needs. By this ! mean

much more than pure air and water. sunlight, shelter, and nutritious food: I

mean also the more subtle requirements explored by Rene Dubos, re-

quirements of pace and space, of silence and variety, of access to intimacy

10
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A Syltr,, Of In!eR.ent+or,

with nature ipuSly cu,),(ierdbit' dvslum tion i',t-, as people
are biologically/ adapted to the world in which they lived for thousands of
years but not to the technological world created in the past two centuries
Maior health-problems may be seen as a resuit t this dvsiunction

Secondly human beings are weal beings and have developed an
elaborate social environment through itihict ine.r needs are met and with
which complementarity and mutuality must be maintained This social en-
vironment includes the intimate environment family and friends the in-
termediate environment neighborhood school place of work and recrea-
tion and that relatively recent development the extended environment.
the massive economic social and political structures that have a steadily
increasing impact on all of our lives The health of the child is absolutely
dependent on the existence of a nurturing and enhancing mutuality be-
tween the child and that fragile and overtaxed social system the family
The child s welfare is also aftected by the extended en`vironment both di-
rectly and through the impact on the family

Finally people are symbolic creatures They live in an environment of
meanings and values. they respond to their environment selectively in rela-
tion to culturally determined variables that have considerable influence on
adaptation on health and even on how health is defined

To continue our application of an ecological metaphor to a comprehen-
s've view, of health promotion in young children what is pollution'? Pollu-
tion as we all know, are those element: in an ecological system that
undermine the delicate complementarity between the living organism and
the environment destroying the organism potential for growth, health,
and self-realization

We are accustomed to thinking about technological poliution about the
discharge into our life space of the various byproducts an overcrowded,
industrialized society In our extended view it is important to also think
about other kinds of pollutionof psychological social and cultural pollu-
tion which undermine the health and limit the potential of our children

Psychological pollution can be seen in the development of alienation
and suspicion as the dehumanizing conditions of human lit violate peo-
ple s deep needs for human relatedness and sow the seeds of violence
and fear It can also be seen as a sense of helplessness and despair over-
whelms those who have limited opportunities to experience effectance.
to transact meaningfully and competently with the environment Nor-
man Polansky s study. The Roots of Futility. explores what he calls the
futility syndrome in poor Appalachian families. demonstrating the con-

nection of these deep feelings of hopelessness to inadequate child care
Signs of social pollution exist throughout our society Racism and

sexism lock people into stereotyped roles and out of opportunity Crowd-
ing takes its emotional and, in all likelihood. biological toll Clogged and
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poorly functioomng social service and health delivery systems rise, as
Edgar Auerswaid has said. like windowless skyscrapers, massive, rigid,
bureaucratic structures, incapable of an individualized response.5

Culturai pollution can be seen in the standardized electronically trans-
mitted entertainment that Is empty hours. promoting Passivity, masking
boredom and sapping creativity Epidemiologists have been exploring the
effects on health ut physical inactivity Cultural pollution can also be seen

our distcrted values and jaded tastes which lead us to fast food stores,
and an over consumption of fats, sweets. and overprocessed, prepack-
aqvki foods Our widespread nutrition problems among the middle class in

our society are probably largely a function of socio-emotional and cultural
variables

An ecological system view would thus be that health, in all its aspects,
an only be understood in terms of the complex system that includes a

muititude ut transacting physical, social, cultural and psychological var-
',lbws An approach to health promotion which does not take account of

, these variables is reductionistic and will achieve only limited success. In
taLt porno led reductionist approaches which fail to attend the many
tomes active in a situation can have latrogenic effects. For example, in the
iitustration of trie young child identified as the sick member of the family
and placed in individual psychotherapy, not only does the burden for
changirig the whole family system rest on the child, but the child is also
iabeied as Sick, which not only reinforces the family's scapegoating of
him but also may have the effect of a self-fulfilling prophecy in terms of
impact on the child s image of himself.

would like to illustrate an ecological systems approach by examining a
serious health problem which threatens the welfare of many of our very
young children. particularly in the inner city, and that is the problem of
chronic and or acute lead intoxication.

Lead poisoning in children is a social. psychological, economic, cul-
tural and even pplitical disease. Starting with the immediate problem,
dangerously high lead levels in the blood, and following the complex var-
iabies that have influenced this serious development lead us into many as-
pects of the life space of the child and demonstrate how comprehensive
are the boundaries of our concern.

Johnny has elevated lead levels in his blood To a large extent this isle-
iated to the fact that he eats paint chips that contain lead. Although con-
troversia, it may also relate to the amount of lead that he breaths from the
air, contaminated with the exhausts of automobiles that use leaded gas.
Inner city chiidren, in whom a hit h incidence of lead poisoning is found, sit
on curbs and play at the edge of city streets in dust that is heavy with lead.
The 'ions in the Central Park Zoo in New York City got lead poiqoning from
ticking their coats
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However altho_idh leaded gas may well be a contributing factor the iii-
gestion of chips of leaded paint is generally considered to be the major var-
iable' But this is only the beginning Several questions immediately arise
Why does Johnny rat paint chips? Why does his mother allow him to eat
paint chips) Why is the paint chipping? Why does it contain lead/

cirst why does he eat chips) Because of some nutritional or emotional
d privation Because they are sweet and taste good? Because they are
or InChy Opinions seem to differ Why doesn t his mother prevent this?
Because she doesn t KCIOW it is dangerous? Perhaps she feels it s all, right
to eat paint A recent study in Cleveland discovered that the incidence of
lead poisoning was much higher in Black families recently emigrated from
the South than for other groups living in the same kind of housing and simi-
lar ecoromic conditions The authors speculate that that subculture may
be a facilitating agent in that they found that southern blacks tended to be
more permissive in terms of oral behavior and to define many nonfood"
items as edible

Perhaps Johnny s mother has some awareness of the dangers, but she is
too overburittned or apathetic to give him the kind of supervision the situ-
ation requires Of course this line of inquiry leads to an examination of the
stresses frustrations, deprivations and demands that characterize John-
ny s mother s life and interfere with her ability to mother It leads to a con-
cern for the many fai. fors c.ontrihuting to the breakdown of the family and

to a recognition that a child s physical and emotional health depend on the
fortunes of that fragile human system.

Of course once Johnny has begun to be affected by the poison, his irrita-
ble and unpredictable behavior can intensify the problem as his mother
feels more and more overwhelmed by the irascible child She may with-
draw from him, grateful when he is at last quiet and entertaining himself in
a corner However, the entertainment he has found is. an all likelihood,
working away at the chipping paint

But why is the paint chipping? Why does it contain lead? First, because
the building is old as lead ceased to be extensively used in paint many
years ago But beyond that the building is also in decay This leads us to
the more extended politicai economic. and social environment and to the
situations that not only rimt but force children to live in dangerous and
dilapidated housing Herbert Gans. in a recent article on the positive
functions of poverty, has written that one of the major functions of the poor
is to utiiize interior goods and services that otherwise would be unused or
discarded i This has been exposed in the fact that poor quality food is sold
at the same or nigher prices in slum neighborhoods Certainly sub-
standard housing is occupied by the poor. to the benefit of all those who
profit by its use We must ask the political question, who would lose by the
destruction of such housing? Who would have to pa/ for major repairs?
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An *-co,,,3,ii ,tna,,,,$), of Johnny in his life space is an effort to under-
the ar atiies that have brought about high lead levels in his blood

fa, ,Ind wide Economic social cultural political, psychological
part arious analysts wilr emphasize the importance of

4 r another of the above described factors What may well be the case is
,i a z iisoning is a result of the transaction of several of these var-

aPl, rid that the likelihood of high lead levels increases in proportion to
'be partper of tree above conditions present

An .ii_oiodicai systems approach not only expresses the complexity of a
if.ori out a uurf us in thinking about intervention Some major

;:f PrinL 'pies emerge from adopting a systems view ' First, a major
r ic e of sv ,terns theory is that as every aspect of a situation is interre-

iiitii-id a h Inge in one variable will have an impact on every other variable.
A to this is the principle of eguifinality which states that several

apphi,i, his or inputs into the ecosystem will end up wan similar
or plain language there is more than one way to skin a cat. The
rit IkAfirlatity is basic to a multidisciplinary approach. It tran-

z,L,ericis comi.etition about which profession has the answer and pointless
arguments about which one intervention will work

in riiipioring the example of lead poisoning. the full range of multidiscip-
nary public health interventions can be envisioned. Such interventions

are extended in time primary. secondary. and tertiary. and may involve any
t of fht!e,ological system including threatened children and their life

4a,_' Tertiary ntervent,on would include readily available and accessible
fre ttment :tor affek.fed children Such intervention would depend on an
.idi-..itionai program directed to treatment personnel I just read of a case

a "!,+,=rri''' poisoned child in the inner city who was vomiting and suffer-
,n; from r_uuk)ti fever and lethargy and who was taken to hospital
emeri.jerh,. v+C.#7..',.tv'wice and to a neighborhood health station twice. but
the condition was not correctly diagnosed until the mother s fifth attempt
ti, c,t floq. By trus time he was having seizures This was despite the fact

rfl,,tnt-r Nid reported that the child had this strange habit of eating
pant

Secondary prevention would. of course, include early case finding and
the.idenNic- ation of populations at risk: perhaps in relation to the above
f,n.tors Ihrough the utilization of screening procedures to surface poten-
tiai pri_iptenis Primary prevention could be directed at many variables in
the situation A major intervention could be educational with efforts to in-
i,rease the threatened families knowledge of the dangers involved in
toddlers fi,ie paint chips and to give families concrete suggestions as to
riow they could protect their children from the menace Group meetings,
pubirshe.d information. posters. radio, T V all of the varied educational
media could be utilized Although educational intervention pilits the bur-
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den ' r AnciexId L t,it _in on the ind-, ideal rather th,.in the faulty housing
oer,,,ips the, t,rst line of defense for children currently

wr t tilled ,Adtn hopelessness and futility
, Fla; ,nter,ent,on Aould probably not be sufficient A prow-aril di-
) re,, n,t sorw the stress for such families for connet tin()

,,mmkin.tv re, 'tin es and supports would be appropriate Such
,td 'hem with the care and supervision of the children pro-

, (If tea.,,ed finan_ aid for house repairs etc If these supports and
ir no t. tilable or were withheld tamil., advocacy would be

ippr, it 'titer ,ention with (halide efforts directed toward the wet-
tart, cirtrnent And other se, vice agenc,es charged with the responsibil-
t, -t pre,,,d1rig t a,, tar tort,trailies with dependent i. hiidren "

.y. fnaitunchcoung families unable to make use of resources
1!)1, t for the tare and protection of their children more tnten-

, (LI 1_, i,lited support might be needed It may well be that in-
.4deq,i is,, of children is often associated with social pathology
,ti,.., Whit t t,te.ocd,iwri drug addiction and alcoholism

rlt,on,, tin All of these leve!s are basically residual in na-
.rr' .1 t ,ndivittual to make an adaptation to the noxious

r:_nrnont
_,r, 1.2,.?, of neighborhood, community and larger sys-

t -1, tn, -ripinde on this problem would in the long run provide truly
Proty,.'immig could include a community develop-

nt Ar,r,:r f,erilies and public health workers pool skills, re-
- and 1.4b, ,r1 a self-help effort to improve housing and cover

in,jerC,S 4.111, out of such a community based self-help program not
orne,...,e,broved buildingsthe major goal- -but also the develop-

rf"nt f2,-Itir"rz.-tl':. sqr1.'',1! Sk.11 communication. and a sense of commonal-
t, Arryn) the members of the community The development of these

sy sterns of rtit.ti,,t1 tends to break down the social isolation and
ef, ,r) wtl i h ,tbounds in the inner city and develops community or-

whiLt, ma. he a resource for further intervention, into other
comm9n i-ornmun$ty brOblerns

Another target tor change must of necessity be the landlords In the
r,trt ,,itr,teer self help efforts to improve buildings raise the value of

ti-te ,,Ar1.r property and it is not unheard of that such efforts are followed
u, rent r.rti,e- penalizing tf e very tenants who improve the ()wettings
Communst,,, act,on should enlist or' if necessary force landlords to make,
heeded crTni,,,em.infs tbrotob he use of campaign or conflict strategies

eictio,kire rent in etc Finally, community action may focus
on tn.,. ,e and law enforcement agent ,es and advocate for
pro.kd ho, net government controls and protection and subsidies for
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Tre adoption of an 'ecological stance leads us to identify some of the var.
it) «', that I. untribute to tnis health problem in young children. It also leads

,-4 ,n,-,,(1t.?r a :vole variety,of interventions that could be developed.
,_r terra should be utiiiI.ed in selecting which road to take? Certainly,

;..r it. onsiderations such as cost. availability of resources, staff

ss.,15 are impoi Lint However, some other criteria flow from adopting an
sy,terns point of view Interventions should be as close to

rlati.ral systems as possible For example, i, a family is unaiole to proVide

adequate child care or supervision, ways should be sought to support and
,t,enLithen tne tamiiy or find resources to supplement child care rather
rnan as has been dune far too often, removing the child and breaking up
the natural system

.f.trvenhons should be carefully monitored in terms of a variety of out-
proiessionalS enter a situation, Viey becorhe a part of the

and their inputs reverberate throughout the system with the poten-
ti,ii 04 producing unintended consequences.

F fudgments are perhaps the controlling factor in the fash-
ioning or 'rite: vent,ve programs. although they are often implicit or hidden.
in toe example of iead poisoning, do we place the burden for adaptation
and chanige on the threatened family or on the landlords and larger sys-
tems % This question surfaces the major value conflicts which exist be-
tIvver. Orriptia.S.S on human rights and emphasis on property rights.

A systems anaiysisof the health problem of lead poisoning, complex as it

L., relatively simple compared to some other problems we might exam-
ine For example perhaps we can take a few minutes to think about
another health problem in young children from an ecosystems point of
diew a problem which many researchers believe is one of the major threats

to the life and health of.children I'm talking about the abuse and severe
neglect of children

in the past ten years, a great deal of publicity, as well as governmental
attention and legislative activity has been foCused ion this problem. This
ontvrn ri is taKeri a route so familiar in our dealings with social problems!

"Once again our national focus has been on detection, not prevention. The

rnator expenditure of resources and legislation has been addressed to
finding triti ,dentifying the abused child and his parents or caretakers

rather ninimal attention to understanding the nature of the problem
and dei,sing preventive or interventive plans, Child abuse has been treated

as a -,oc,ai control or protective problem rather than as a health problem

of -,yrnotorn signaling that much is amiss in our world.
1 r,ere has also been a tendency tow9rd highly reductionistic expla-

natH)n; of the phenomenonprimarily that the parent is "sick," that the
source of the problem is located within the individual and due to some
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A Systems View of intervention

Inner defect Intervention when there is any tends to be a referral for
psychiatric treatment for the parent A commonly held explanation. which
has been considered an undisputele truth, has been that abusing parents
were themselves abused as children although Kadushin reports that re-
search fads to beak this out Such individualistic and reductionistic expla-
nations of a problem serve to blame the victim, as we blame the poor for
poverty and to get our malftinctioning social institutions off the hook.

An ecological systems analysis moves us away from such reductionist
explanations It requires the use of a wide angle tens which brings into
focus the many variables that could be transacting to bring about the dis-
astrous breakdown in that vital relationship between parent and child.
Perhaps we can speculate on what a few of these might be.

First, we live in a violent society, a society which not only allows. but
sanctions violenceeven against children Think of our nation s violence
against the children of Vet Nam I don t think we can really measure the
impact of this upon us all Our televisions broadcast a steady stream of vio
Ience both in newscasts and in so called entertainment, and our national
policies and mops and rubbers shows are built on the same premisethat
force. threat., of forc.i, and violence are suitable and effective problem-
solving methods This is coupled with an almost universal acceptance of
the use of violence in child training as we continue to say. ::oare the rod
and spoil the child

The many variables that are leading to the breakdown of t he,family also
`relate to child abuse. which is a symptom of that breakd9itri:, Economic
pressures and insecurity, loss of support of neighborhood, community,
and extended family place increasing tesponsibilities on already strained
nuclear faind es The increasing mobility in our society with resulting root-
lessness, alienation, and isolation play a part One factor that appears to be
associated with child abuse across socioeconomic lines is social isolation.

One couid speculate that the impotent and denegrated role of women
may have an impact as women. many of whom continue to find themselves
locked into situations with little opportunity for self expression or gratifica-
tion,puild up feelings Of anger and despair

National social policy fosters the neglect of children and adds to family
stress for example, through inadequate AFDC grants and the poor dis-
tribution of needed services to children and families Despite verbiage to
the contrary, our priorities as expressed in the way we use resources,
demonstrate that the welfare of children is far down on the list. The tenure
of Casper Weinberg. penny watcher par excellance, as secretary of Health,
Education. and Welfare, is a case in point His function was clearly to dis-
mantle rather than to extend. remodel and enhance social programs.

The family as a system requires nurtuie, protection. and support from its
environment Its members require opportunities for enhancement and
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itur) breakdon and child abuse can be seen as symptoms

; ntl soclat psychological, and cultural pollution which is de-

,tr ; ate balance within family systems and between family
,,,, ,,p,ice

- prrri,Ar tly On the family in thinking about child abuse to-

1, r , t tOt target that children are perhaps even more vulnerable
504 sety has set up for their care. Fortunately, one

the cldrh.t,-frl about child abuse has been the surfacing of wide-

1.1 f ),t,tut.cma! abuse and neglect
;!.ni in .00,11Lai view demands a tremendous breadth of knowl-

,i- t- itt.iventive skills that no single profession can master.

t- iilogiLal systems perspective can provide us with a
. r and rlt,ip ps Integrate the wealth of knowledge and skills we

.r litlerent areas of expertise. Perhaps it can provide a com-
. ,

,tna conceptualization which can aid communication
f'f1 ; 1_1 n integration and enhanced communication can

,rtipt-2tlensive understanding of the needs of children and
interventions focused on the promotion of their
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Profnoting Dental Health
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riewtti in the United States is experienced by nearly
,it aqt., Dental decay has been identified as the most

Al tiefec t in k.,ilhool-aged children. and it was the most
illsease seen in Head Start preschoolers

to (-Jet ay bPkins in the primary teeth in early childhood Surveys of
,,r 1J tion of preschool children indicate that soon after the

lntat canes begin One study found that 20 percent of
.(1,rhidren were aftected by dental canes At the age of

rt,on (it cnddren with dental decay jumped to Over 60 per-
,

de, begun n the primary teeth, progresses to the per-
m-fn.-to. ',eel.' 0-1 the i-schooi-age child Ninety-five percent of school-age

aria arreL,ted by some degree of dental canes' with the average
t rt,- rInq school with three decayed teeth "I

ir ki.,r f n,,e re,i( hes a peak in adolescence and early adulthood.3
t 'it, uld xi the United States has had more than one tooth

1C untreated decaying teeth and only one and a half teeth

pt.hodorital disease, the major cause of tooth loss after 35,6
,urpasses the to exacted in earlier years by dental caries.

t ,t unLared for dental caries and advanced periodontal dis-
ease Is edentultsm or the loss of all the teeth'

ALL to the public Health Service much. if not most, of the nearly
t, hurl spent annually by Americans on dental care goes to correct con-

need never have developed at all or which could have been
arroF.ted at an early stage"
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An Ecological Approach to Promoting Dental t With

Preventing the initiation of dental disease Is the much-hoped-for goal of
the group of dental professionals that haS embraced prevention as the
ideal solution to, an otherwise insurmountable but intolerable dental
health problem

Many providers of dental care place the responsibility for oral health and
the prevention of dental diseases on the family and on the indivick
Crest s slogan in professional journals echoes this view. Teeth don t just
the natwally, your patients kill them .

Educating the public to carry out oral hygiene procedures at home and
to eliminate sweets between meals have been widely advocated by the
dental profe.ssion,as effective measures for the prevention and control of
dental disease These practices, however, have not alwayS been dem-
cnstrated ;n natural populations as being either as effective or as practical
,,a,; claimed ' " "

Dental have presented scientific evidence of the contribu-
tions of sucrose in the diet and bacteriological plaque to dental disease in
laboratory ansnals '2 However, the direct application of laboratory find-
ings to the p,,blic dental heal/Qas not been entirely successful. Many
factors such as genetic inheritance. amount and types of foods ingested,
and utilization of dente services which affect. angidividual s susceptibility
to dental disease can be effectively controlled in a laboratory setting. In a
natural setting. however, where such factors cannot be.controlled, ex-
pected relationsh'ipS derived from theory -and the laboratory cannot be
easily demonstrated.

A broader approach to prevention of dental disease than dependence on
personal oral hygiene and individual diet control must be embraced both
by the public and the dental profession. Today I would like to share with
you a modes fur preventing dental disease in children." This model utilizes
an ecological approach in arder to broaden the definitions for what are
legitimate means for the prevention of dental disease. The ecological ap-
proach which will be presented seeks to describe the influence on oral
health of the environments surrounding the oral cavitythe individual
level, the family level and the ;ommbnity level.

First I d ,ike to describe briefly the model as whole Then I will discuss
each of the factors individually in relation to the three ecological levels.

in Figure 1, at the center of the model, within the oral cavity, there are the
etiological factors contributing essential components for oral health or
oral pathology. These are the diet, oral hygiene, oral bacteria associated,
with dental disease. and genotypical characteristics which might increase
susceptibility to dental disease ,so included as a factor within the oral
cavity is dental treatment, an essential contributor to dental conditions
within the oral cavity.

Factors intrinsic to the three ecological levels, three environments relat-
I go
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An Ecological Model for Preventing
Dental Disease in Children

Fl...L.FIE 2

INDIVIDUAL
CHARACTERISTICS

INTRAORAL
FACTORS

DENTITION

Bacteria

Oo

Restrict Diet
Control Plaque
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An Ecotodicai Approach to Promoting Dental Health

ing to and affecting the health of the dentition ate those of the individual
chki his family and the community These environments contribute either
post .ely to enhance dental health or negatively to facilitate the initiation
of diseases Examples vvith.n each of the three ecological levels which
would contribute to dental nealth are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4

An EcologIcal Modelo,r Pre,..enting Dental Diwase in Children*

FIGURE 3

FAMILY
CHARACTERISTICS

INDIVIDUAL
CHARACTERISTICS

INTRA-ORAL
FACTORS

DENTITION

Bacteria

Restrict Diet,
Control Plaque

Provide Motivation
to Restrict Diet,
Control Plaque

C

3 Int? to, a,tors ,rhilvtduat and family characteristics affecting children-,
Ch'!ntftIOP

At this point I wolild liKe to expiain the ways in which environmental fac-
tors located within the ecololiGal levels of the child the family and the
community relate to and influence specific intraoral factors to enhance or
threaten dental health
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One Intraoral factor which is intrinsically involved in the processes of

dental pathology IS the diet An abundance of refined carbohydrates
carloqen,c roodscontributes to a child s susceptibility to dental canes

tii)e, of food a alio chooses to eat and the patterns of when and how

An EI:otog,,a1 Model for Preventing Dental Disease in Chttgren*

FIGURE 4

Restrict Diet
Control Plaque

Provide Motivation
to Restrict Met,
Control Plaque

Modify Environment So
Family and Individual

Can Restrict Diet, Control
Plaque 6 Support Dental Research

t+.1-24F-! 4 I ntrac,,rai lak,tots individual family and cOmmunity charactenstics affecting

cri,idrpri y clgentinon

1

1

()wf., he eats can modify his oral environment in wayswhich provide either

a p0Aive or negatiVe influence for oral health.
The younger the child, the greater is the influence of the family on his
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al Appio is h hi Prornottnq Dental Heditt,

tact The chat] s oral environment is directly affected by.the types of food
prchided by the family for meals and snacks When parents serve sugar-
onta ning foods intrequently when they do not bribe or reward children

swt:ts and when they do not al ow the child to eat whatever and
whenei.er he wants they help eliminate one of the specific etiological fac-
tois necessary to the initiation of dental disease I

The so-called nursing bottle syndrome can cause rampant dental caries
ln the Yount' child Parents who put their children to bed with a bottle fil'ed
with ,,oft drinks fr it Juice sugar water and even milk can contribute to the
rampant decay or the primary teeth Nursing bottles are often used as
pa,,,ifiers at bedtime by children who are much beyond the bottle-feeding
age

In order fui the fainily to provide diets for their children which are con-
ducive to good dental health, the community -including health pro-
rc,,,,lorialis must ensure adequate education regarding the dietary as-
pec ts.ot de' 1,1l disease and appropriate attitudes toward foods However,
food pre.trences and eating habits are socially conditioned Community
fa( furs ri bre.ikfast iiereal advertising affect the food preferences of
ver, young r hir «an Advertising in homemaking magazines describe the
ideai homemaker as one who keeps her family happy by serving desserts.
Sociabiiity and hospitality are associated with the sharing of food often
carlOrienii,, in nature In these ways the community contributes to family
tendsuori, wrii,h provide the refined carbohydrate diet conducive to dental
d:sease

The most important element in the diet relating to prevention of caries is
fluoride Ficiondation of the community water supply reduces dental
arit, ,r) c hildren by 60 to 65 percent The ecological level at which chil-

dren, s dentition ...an best be protected by fluoride is at the community
le Jet the addition of 1 part per million of fluoride to community drinking
water offers more protection against caries than fluoride in any other
form

fluoridation at the community level provides the most effective
the least expensive and the most practical means for ensuring that chil-
dren ingest desirable amounts of fluoride as their teeth are developing
Both fluoride tablets or drops prescribed by the pediatrician or dentist and
applit.ations of fluoride applied topically in dental offices are less effec-
ti.«= T forms are available within the community, but their utilization
depends upon the ability of the family to obtain them Utilization of fluoride
supplements in forms other than those provided by the community re-
quires knowledge and financial resources not equally shared by all
famili:i.s and therefore unequally available to all children

Oral hisjit...ne is another intract al factor necessary to the processes of
dental disease Inadequate oral hygiene allows food debris to stagnate
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Around teeth and in pits and fi.sures There the oral microorganisms
rhetcipoze tne food components producing sufficient amounts and con-
, :r.ltrA±,ons,c)t acidic products to destroy adjoining tooth structures.20 The

r task ir orai!iygiene is to pi event food from stagnating en or about
teeth and to keep bacterial deposits at low levels through the use of

soothbrushes and dental floss 2' A child must have the ability to clean his
seetr, tq't-c-tiv6y as well as the moti+ation consistently to perform this task

day Whether or not a child is capable of consistently performing
carat hygiene, measures depends on individual factors. For

-Act, the younger the child, the less motor control he will have. Willing-
i.i,rripiy with adult demands would also affect a child's personal

and rai hygiene routine
Tr t younger the child the greater the responsibility tk9e family bears for

of a good model in their own oral hygiene habits, for.the pro-
,t r yqiene supplies, and for the supervision of their children's

voLeiJures In order that parents may be capable of fulfilling
,e.te,,,pon,,bilities for their children s oral hygiene, they would have to

vitiLed ittrilts&veS about the importance of dental health. Parents
need t, understand the nature of the interaction between bacteria

tri.ltuul debris in the mouth and its relationship to dental disease.
,t 4,,A44tft,Utril that in the case of young thildren that the major responsi-t their urai hygiene should be borne by parents. Unfortunately, fac-

t ft !tit; t,urnrnun,ty level do not always support effective oral hygiene
either by the individual child or by the family. Effective dental

at,un of oath children and parents is lacking. Perhaps the 15 percent
Amii,rwans who routinely receive professional care do receive such

Crum her own dentists 1: The majority, both those who do and
!!, tit) not receive education from their dentists, are bombarded by

media advertising which makes no mention of the use of dental floss
emov Jig piaque daily and suggests that mouthwashes, breath mints

ind crewing gum are effective substitutes 23
ti._ritai health instruction has traditionally given children health

tit,,rmitt,uri out sour) instructioneven school programs presently widely
marketed in many states such as Toothkeeperhave not resulted in

oral hiygiorip hehaviors 24,25,2b
kfl personal oral hygiene programs have not been shown very

as public health measures for the meaningful reduction of dental
Fc,r one thing. the number of Americans susceptible to prevention

pique control that is, daily flossing and brushingis rather small
,tr,uteri from d -,egment of society which has the fewest unmet dental

prohl,rm)
C,arles-,_i_ndiJi..iye bacteria residing in the oral cavity are also an-essen-

t a tat,t,r n the production of dental decay. Efforts at the child's level and
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at the family level today can only center on dietary restrictions and in in-
creased efforts to control bacteria by brushing and flossing.

Really effective measures to control or prevent dental disease in chil-
dren and in adults will most likely be found at the community level through
dental research It is anticipated that in the future practical chemical
measures can be developed which will control the impact of bacteria as-
sociated with dental pathology Some research at present involves the use
of antibiotics to control caries-conducive bacteria.2' Research efforts in
England have produced some reported success in immunizing laboratory
animals against dental disease 28 Still other efforts revolve around re-
ducing the impact of refined carbohydrates through the use of food
additives 21

''et another factor in the model affecting the host s resistance or suscep-
t,bility to dental disease is an individual s genetic makeup. The hereditary
characteristics of each individual affect oral health. Such genetically de-
termined properties of the host as the morphologyand structure of the oral
tissues may affect an individual s susceptibility.29,30 Other genetically de-
termined characteristics affecting susceptibility are an individual's sex
and rate of physical maturationfemales and early maturers show higher
canes experience 3132

Although genotype can be an important factor in the predisposition of a
child to dental pathology. other than in their initial contcibution at concep-
tion parents have no further direct genetic influence However, social in-
fluences introduced by the community combine with genetic characteris-
tics to produce gene-linked behaviors In some cases, the community acts
indirectly to produce these behaviors by influencirig the family to produce
in their children socially desirable gene-linked behaviors. For instance, in
our Cutture different behaviors are expected of boys and girls. Parents re-
ward girls for being docile and compliantcharacteristics which might
explain why females brush more often and make more dental visits. These
hehaviors might alsd be explained by another cultural expectation set up
by society and implemented by family attitudesthe expectation that girls
should be beautiful.33

In at least one instancegene-linked behaviors related to racial
characteristicsthe community operates at a level beyond the influence
of any particular family or individual Black Americans have been found to
underutilize dental services, a fact which can be partially explained by
causes that are gene-linked The community has responded with system-
atic bias toward specific racial characteristics to produce minority racial
groups with lower economic position and, therefore, less income available
for the purchase of dental care " Educational levels, as well, also related to
utilization of dental services. are systematically affected by racial preju-
dice in the community.34.35
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the tirial factor included at the center of the mop

0,, le, lentli condition within the oral cavity The making of

,,sits beginning In early childhood and continuing

_
t essPntial for the-maintenance of dental

terIctii s of dental disease demand a lifetime of regu-

that in( lude preventive and restorative measures. Today

denta? treatment is not available to millions of American

tilt r- F,drity s percent of children under five years of age has

t , stioL,Id understand and accep t the need for, and benefits

aq,1 treatment Young children, however, are dependent on

sr, t=itorts to obtain treatment for them
irridy actions must be relied upon to provide an optimal environ-

,- t 6,1,1r,1 5 dentition, many children fail to receive treatment.
whose attitudes toward dental health and whose previous

:t i eilies orient them to provide regular. routine and continuous

Atter* rr for their children are able to function in ways that, foster

4! ne.iftti
r+, many parents are unable because of physical, intellectual,

),1 -iGriat or economic reasons to provide dental trt atment fOr

f ilren A picture of families inability to provide adequate dental

6r their children can be drawn through the presentation of two

rciar-fing dental visits and expenditures for dental care. A 1964

,,riowed that 270 million dental office visits were made. However,

*VV ',flan 3 percent of American families accounted for 25 percent of all

E Ypendiftires for dental care followed a similar paftern.35

.,,.'htie economic inability to purchase care acts as a mayor deterrent for

many families in their seeking of dental treatment. other factors also are

associated with not obtaining needed treatment Lack of acceptability of

denfai cervices may affect family utilization of dental services. Many par-

f.flt tally those from less well-off families, express negative percep-

tion,:, of the dentists and his staff and lack of confidence in his professional

competence
Parental ignorance regarding the need for treatmentthe importance of

tectrlirir dental care for deciduous teeth, for instance, or even the realiza-

tion that natural teeth should be able to last a lifetimeaffects family deci-

sionq about no,v often children should make dental visits 37

Past dental experiences filled with anxiety or pain as Nell as culturally

transmitter, folklore about dentists and dental treatment may predispose

parents to put o'f making dental appo'ntments 31
Families are not equally competent in dental health matters and, there -

fora, are iinerpially capable of meeting the responsibility imposed by ex-

28
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pectations at the community level that they provide fUlly for their children s
dental health That they do not equally manage to provide essential dental
services for their children cannot solely be attributed to their neglect of
duty Much of the responsibility for the fact that some families cannot pro-
vide dental treatment for their children must be,blamed on factors within
the community

Among the barriers to adequate access to dental services are the charac
teristics of the dental care delivery system provided by the community One
of the outstanding characteristics of the current dental care delivery sys-
tem is the almost complete autonomy of dentistry.as a profession and the
dentist as a practitioner 3?,

The American Dental Association acknowledges that the United States.
of all the well developed countries of the world, is the only one which does
not now have a dental care program for children in operation.-4 The As-
sociation dues place a high priority on the funding of a comprehensive
dental care program for children. The program proposed by the dental
profession recommends that preschool and school children through the
age of 18 should be included in a program which would preserve'the integ-
rity of today s dental practice system by maintaining family responsibility
for children s health and private practice, fee-for-service dentistry on a

usuarand customary fee' basis.4
However. such a program could not function well for many families.

Even the Associaton recognizes that a large segment of the public would
need to be educated to the concept and value of dental health mainte-
nance 4 Again, the familya relatively weak link in the efficient provision
of routine dental care -would bear the major burden and responsibility for
optimum care

Prevention of communicable diseases such as tuberculosiS or polio was
early accepted as a responsibility of the community because control could
most efficiently be exercised at the community level. The same should be
true in the control and prevention of dental disease.

Evidence from an empirical study which tested the usefulness o: parts of
the ecological model presented in this paper supports the conclusion that
the community contributes more to explain the variance in children'S
dental condition than do either the individual or the family. The intraoral
factor which best explained the condition of,children's dental health was
dental treatment. Dental treatment was more important than either diet
or oral hygiene.39

Dental programs operating in other countries can provide an example of
the types of services provided at the community level which significantly
improve the dental health of children The regular care that New Zealand's
children receive from the country s School Dental Nurse Service, estab-
lished more than 50 years ago. has significantly improved their dental
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rleaitf status Dental nur serve both the preschool and the school-age
Pubu,iation The.program has been so successful that a vex large propor-

..-;0,,, cht,dren between the ages of two and one-half and 13 now
LA ne dental care from dental nurses in clinics located on school

Zeiiand care of adolescents aged 14 to 16 who are eligible for
trt- Health is provided by private dental practice at no cost

tie pat.ent for tree care is available for all children The program is en-
', rolv .,_iluntary and has achieved the full acceptance of children. parents,

,ernment and the dental profession 4°
jinn Vviish as Dean of the University of Otago Derital School in New

.4ea and remarked that countries which rely on the parents seeking and
pth -kJ for the professional services of the private dentist in order to meet
Tt), nee'ls of children lag far behind countries which have an or-

pr. ,,hild care based on cooperation between state and

;.)t tvi,ona, sources The only countries. according to Walsh, which can
maturi the standard of dental care of the children in New Zealand are the
',7)Land,iniv, if, i.ountries which provide school-based dental services for
cri.ldren by salaried dentists 41

The concept of a schooi-based dental service for children in the United
States is not new Dental health care programs have been in operation for
American Indian children for many years 42 These Indian Health Service

programs are especially effective when school based via the use of a
frOdile denta0aCility 43

in 1972 Dr John Ingle then Dean of the School of Dentistry of the Uni-
versity of Southern California presented to the dental profession a plan
desidned to deliver preventive and therapeutic dental care to the children
of America The plan gyres designed along the lines of the New Zealand pro-
gram it was to provide a school-based program in prevention and therapy
which wasto start with children at the age of three and continue through
adolescence after which children s dental needs were to be cared for in
private offices or dental clinics presumably under one of the national
health insurance plans presently under congressional consideration.

Dr James Dunning of the Harvard School of Dental Medicine com-
mented about the need for such a plan as that advocated by Dr Ingle "De-
spite the environmental and cultural differences between. New Zealand

and the United States he wrote, one conclusion seems clear Any large
scale plan for young children if it is to succeed. must be brought to them in

their SCh0CliS 14 This concept. Dr Dunning writes, implies the unsuitability
of private dental offices alone for a nationwide program

Although the New Zealand School Dental Program is relatively success-
ful in drawing preschoolers into their school-based clinics, dependence
on parents making the effort to bring their school-age'children to the
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school -based dental clinic accounts for a 35 percent difference in utiliza-
tion of the services While 95 percent of the school-age children receive
routine dental care only 60 percent of all presctiool children receive care
which may or may not be routing'" Nevertheless, utilization of dental
sery westor preschoolers in New Zealand far surpasses that for the United
States where only 14 percent of all children under the age of five has ever
made a dental visit -It'

To obtain the highest level of dental services on a regular basis for all
children from the age of three to eighteen. the most effective method is to
bring irre services to where the children are The ideal pliae to provide pre-
vent: veand restorative dental services to preschoolers would be in a pre-
school

Prop :sals have been made in the United States to provide day care or all
preschool children The need for day care programs in the United States
has been to it,tred to by a number of witnesses appearing at hearings of the
92nd Congress Figures were cited regarding the number of working
mothers A tr preschool children By 1980 it was estimated that the labor
force will .nliude 5 million mothers with children under age five. At present
about one-third of all mothers with children under the age of six are
workers The number of children involved is 6 million.45

The Comprehensive Child Development Act of 1971 proposed day care
services which were to provide each family in the nation a full range of
child development services Children frpm all socioeconomic back-
grounds were to be eligible with fees based on a sliding scale according to
ability to pay Comprehensive services were to be provided including
health nutrition education social and other services deemed to be
necessary for full cognitive emotional, and physical development for each
partic,patIng chrid Had this act been implemented,,preschoolers' dental
health needs might have been met on a routine basis with preventive pro-
cedures carried out at,the most opportune state of development for each
child

Very young children whose teeth are developing could receive the ben-
efits of fluoride during the period when it is most effective. Sealants could
be applied to deciduous molars before the onset of decay and checked at
regure intervals The dental personnel associated with each center could
be ava, (able t3 parents and the community for dental health information
and education programs If a school-based dental care service could be
main, ned throughout the school years, the benefits derived from regular
preschool dental care could be continued to early adulthood. Such a pro
gram would achieve a significant improvement in adult dental health since
Much of the elaborate Mental treatment needed by adults, such as crowns
and fixed bridges is the result of inadequate preventive and restorative
care during childhood
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An ecological approach to me promotion of dental health cannot sup-

1:..ort the current approach which accepts the individual and the family
it.vers as the primary locus for responsibility and which identifies diet and
pei bona! oral hygiene as the chief preventive measures for achieving

dental health The ecological 'model described in this paper indicates
me pervasiveness of factors contributed by the child, the family and the'

community which relate to the susceptibility, Control and prevention of

dental disease
An empirical test of the contributions of various elements in the model,

as well as data from other studies, indicates that factors at the community

ievei can have far reaching effects on the dental health of a community's
youngsters The availability of dental services to children on a regular and
.oritinuous basis has been shown to be a vital element for achieving and

Inaintaining dental health ,

the lack of a well-articulated and comprehensive dental care program

'or children in the United States, even though its need is recognized, can

:ie explained by the existing social, political and economic forces in the

nation which affect beliefs about who should get what kind of care, whose
responsibility it is to provide it and how it,should be delivered, The promo-

'ion of dental health at all ages will require the active involvemeht of all

American citizens and their representatives at all levels of political respon-

-,ibility
..

The ecoiogicai model presented in this paper was developed to demon-

&ate the need for expanding the definitions of what are legitimate ap-
.proaches to the prevention of dental disease. The preventive potential of

each sector of the model must be engaged, especially those at the com-

munity level in order to raise the level of dental health for all Americans.
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of Young Children
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.),`i 1J1,1V4- reed marginality now in at least three different fields
purity, health and social workit is an especial pleasure to

a broadly interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary audience.
tie ,1,1Y,eties ut marginality are many. one is often uncertain whether one

ts titsrl or tow' thie s material is regarded, for example, as having too much
r,e,ian content for the straightforward psychological journals and too
m:1 os,,,crioiug,,..al content for the health journals. Other times the ben-
et,ts outvve,gfi these. and one of the benefits is the satisfaction of building
rtesectrutt bridges and conceptual highways between traditionally 'Corn-
partmentaiiZed areas The title of my remarks today reflects an attempt at

a structure
Let me shartl with you some introductory materials to provide a context

for my presentation The research to be described and its implications de-
rve from three Oasic concerns syste.mic models, a gap between psycho-

concepts and the area of general health behavior, and a theoretical
paradigm known as the health-belief model.

rst iet s tali about systemic models Today, everyone's "into systems."
Fteterenc,es to systemic. frameworks and systemic models have become a
sine qua non in planning and policy making discussions. The word "syS-
terih, gem-mail), t.oi ores up technological imagery, computers, mechani-
cal devices iiroi the myriad attendant paraphernalia equated with the
cybernetic revolution But there are broader and at the same time simpler
usages Inc essence of systemic models is their attention to "wholeness"
and to the reiations that exist between the organization of internal parts
and the system s functioning.

For organization we can substitute the term "structure" or "arrange-
ments for 'functioning we can similarly substitute the terms "action" or
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behavior Lest i appear a Johnny come lately jumping upon this year s
bandwagon. my theoretical and research interests in systems models ex-
tends back to 1958 and systemic models andisysternic thinking have been
part of theorizing in psychology for an even longer time Those of you with
backgrounds in psychology and related sok. lal science disciplines might
readily see systemic history must prominently an the gestalt theory of per-
ception. in Lewinian field theory and in the organismic theories of Gold-
stein and Angyai Systemic, modeis are proposed to have universal applica-
tions, they attempt to deal with all levels of phenomena

A crucial systemic concept is interdependence. Interdependence refers
to the degree,to wrich the articulated parts of a system engage in relations
with one another Do parts of the system communicate with one anothe0
Do they co- vary or otherwise affect one another' Systemic thinking main-
tains that interdependence has important implications for functioning. For
example systems that are highly interdependent often show greater adap-
tive behavior and greater flexibility than systems with a lesser level of
internal organization

Let s leads this basic overview of systems and look, for the moment, at a
scientific paradox, a somewhat diminishing but nonetheless large gap be-
tween psychological concepts and health behavior in general. It has only
been during the last 15 to 20 years that general health behavior has be-
come of interest to psychologists The paradox is found in the enormous
interest that psychologists .have had in something that for want of better
phrasing has been called mental health and mental illness,- and also in
those dramatic physical symptoms whose roots are embedded in psychic
stresses and which are termed phsychosomatic.' But until recently, more
mundane health behaviors such as periodic dental visits, routine immuni-
zations and preventive screenings have not commanded either conceptual
or research energies. Yet it can readily be assumed that health behavior
does not occur in a psychological vacuum, and a greater understanding of
health behavior and, w.th it, increased effectiveness of programs are con-
tingent upon discovering its psychological ecology.

The health belief model developed largely by Rosenstock and his as-
sociates was,a pioneering effort to account for existing knowledge and to
generate predictiuns of health behavior. The initial domain of the model
was the prediction of specific preventive behaviors in the absence of symp-
toms, on the basis of a person s beliefs about his susceptibility to some
disease. the seriousness of that disease, and the benefits of taking on a
specific health action The 1960's saw a mushrooming of research based
on the health belief model, and it remains a heuristically powerful concep-
tual tool The health belief model suggests that the likelihood of a person
taking preventive action is a positive function of, among other factors, the
degree to which he sees himself as susceptible to some disorder..,
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h,i.e been the context for research on children s
" nel.etz., and behaviors which has both occupied and preoc-

the larger part of the time since 1967 The rationale for this
.) --...V:1)1L it in the preceding material In addition children otter

i 1. - t, anv r.=sordc h..r In sf_hool settings they canto a greater
1 And possibly ollege students -be found in large

u ..11-Dups amen.:Inie to research questioning They are generally
-`),1 ir'ov t)refer to du whatever you re doing with them rather than

tasks They also have the potential for showing us the
,, ales at vyt1,- some adult beliefs and behaviors appear to attain

,tar)
y"ir .it tt,e't .:tt,0 At. Art,t1 to !earn from some group of youngsters? What

W sr, to i, mess i LOUld not and would not attempt to identify
the psychosocial characteristics relevant to health edu-

,, ;:,!,1,41',WI'N for young children that might possibly capture our
1,.. sn.4.2 i t gave ,elected two that are of particular interest to me.

tnes, tea ,n the health belief model is perceived vulnerability.
t;; i iv 1.,t,r1.,(1 a, the degree to which a poison believes he is sus-

, ;,,t,i., N, ,), eri( ounter health problems, illnesSes or accidents.
h, then ,ir ye, <itio,it the development of such beliefs Do these be-

elopmental changes', Are they related to sex or
,P1Jr-mk. factors 0:her questions about these beliefs derive from

- rn rhylet how do these beliefs behave in relation to one

Tr,' r)1111 nosociai characteristic is health motivation Although
-1 , if (-)r) long been an important concept in psychological theory, its

" neaiti behavior fs more often assumed than it is empire-
- le), Briefly the concept of motivation denotes priorities
w,fn the person that a.hvate and direct goal-oriented behavior Although

measures of many human motives are available. measures of
ufn ,t!.,afion are nit widely found However the recent development

'uth-,ippt2eiran_e-pc hires MAP) permits the reliable assessment
r'ea,tr motivation One assuredly would wish to know whether health

mut ,,it ri 7,110 W I han es and whether it too is related to
,,rsoc.,neconorhiC factors

Pr ri eived ,f.finerabflfty and health motivation serve as two basic
.in, nor, for tni, research and an additional question arises about the
reidbchshqj of these characteristics to one another

Vvitr ',1Icn questions in mind and with the encouragement and stimula-
tion of biLuity at the University of Michigan School of Public Health. the
On!,,,er,,ity of higan School of Dentistry, and the London Hospital Den-

and through excellent cooperation and coordinated efforts of
the Font M,cr,,gan community school system, two extensive studies were
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de; fined rnpiernented and (inducted to completion One was a cross-
stud, of four ciasses at each grade level trom third to ninth rep-

resent ng potn inner-city and non inner-city schools There were a total of
"4 vo ,ndsters rani.)Ing in age from 8 to 17 This was Sample I The second

w i{nd,ttridanal and foliowed 24 classes of third graders and 24
.-i.eventri graders for a two-year period observing them at five

em are ival ses,,,,,ns There were a total of 686 third graders at the start,
corn ng from .,k_hool de3triLts that could be classified as representing
eignhcrn,puds of :iw middle and high socioeconomic level The average

,41!7, 8 yeah-, Tnis was Sample II The 655 seventh graders came from
reLae;ent nq low low-middle and high-middle socioeconomic

r ,t,t'r,tkie-dge was 12; {years This was Sample III In Samples II
and ill the cioeconornic levels were based on census data for parental
h,-orne and education

I ,+neraPilitv to health problems was assessed through the re-
t series ot fifteen expectancy type questions such as What

c.r,arh.e ft' ere of your getting the flu during this next year The other 14
Drublerre, lealt were a bad accident, a rash fever having a tooth

u'led .re tr-cat t toothae he a cold bleeding gums, an upset stom-
a, m week of school because of sickness, a cavity a bad head-
ache- break no or cracking a tooth and cutting a finger accidentally

For eALr- tern the youngster-was instructed to select one response from
airernatives that best expressed his own expectancy, rang-

n trim ri ir,ance to certain These were scored from 1 to 7 The
terr---th a ro-,i,,,)rise alternatives selected were those that pre-tests had

proven appropriate for the entire age range The instructions were de-
s Ined sr_ that even the youngest child understood the task and the con-
t nul,11 of responses The mean of a child s score on these fifteen items
was used as a measure of perceived vulnerability

A pre. Dui study had ,ndicated that health was not especially important
mot,,,atind but those data were based on a free-response

' rrn, at wn h did nut focus specifically on health Forced choice tech
seemed to titter a methodological alternative particularly

apprupr,ate for assessing one motive in relation to others Accordingly th,"
rrir.,utrl appearance pictures were devised These comprise a set of nine

tures and require a child to choose between a more attractive,
tr,o,tittly mouth and a less attractive but healthier mouth, by circling the

Die nio,ith in each pair that he would like to have There are three degrees
,iii attract, .ieness {straight moderately crooked and severely crooked
teeth, arid three degrees health itwo five and eight cavities) Considera-
ble care wit, liken an the tfrafting of the pictures to eliminate apparent ra-
c al characteristics in the lip contours A, ln additional precaution, the pic-
tures were printed on butt tone paper to minimize clues for racial tdentifi-
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'A,' Tne Mean of each t,h ki s rune responses was used as art
the refat;.e str9.ngth of his heaqh and appearance

t o,erc corripiheii int() a yogi+, instrument that was group

actin clurm9 regularly scheduled Class time To deemphasite the

aLh ey'en-ierit test atmosphere tnat attends any such administration
wt, r t la-oruoin each page Of the questionnaire was prepared on dif-

',fent ,,lured paper The potential subjects were assured of confiden-

t dl t. i-d anonymity They were also assured that there were no right or

'1"4 rt)'-iher'l and that the qnestionnaire WdS not a test They were per-

deL t ) partir ipate it they wished, In all,classes, to insure
,-,'..vdizat,on each item was read aloud The sessions generally lasted

inout minutes for the higher grades to 55 minutes in the lower

011->

slarrqi)e, ,en,eived vulnerability was found to increase developmen-

t 1,, 1 at-1( .? age 14 and then decrease Among respondents younger

man 12 ir,n,, ( cry youngsters had significantly lower levels of perceived

'.iiirierabliity than non inner-city youngsters, but among those 12 and older

ioeconornic differences disappeared Females had significantly

iher ,evei;) than males In Sample II, levels of perceived vulnerability in-

, eask.d over the two year period and were also directly related to
,ecuilOrni,: levels In Sample III, perceived vulnerability decreased
trc two year period, and females generally had significantly higher
than males No socioeconomic effects were observed

T r e significant age-related changes bear further scrutiny The youngest
Sample I those aged 8 and 9 years, had a mean score of 3 74. The

41'est score that of the 12 and 13 year old, was 4.26 In Sample II, the

mean:, progressed from 3 49 to 4.21, and in Sample III from 4.34 to 4.23.

these hover around a point of neutrality In relatively natural envi-

nnnients these beliefs do not change appreciably by themselves Change
Lion assumed most desirable by health professionals is more

,,,,;cur prior to age 14 or so, than later, but the,degree to which it

does occur whine significant, is still minimal By the time the youngsters

rail rtmched our sample. they had already acquired relatively stable beliefs

,ir.,)tif tieing vulnerable to health problems.
at i 9:conomic, effects warrant some discussion, too These occur only

a,uoiu the youngest respondents, where those from the inner-city and

lower 5,)(TOet,t----7rr-ornte-4ev-eis..d.o_n_of
believe themselves as vulnerable as do

trinse horn nun inner city areas and, or-WReTtric.-rcrec-onemic-le. But

.icon,} -,4dpr respondents no such effects were observed. Some of the
That nave become part of the saga of the "culture of poverty would

lead L.,s to be ,eve that persons in the lower socioeconomic levelsido not
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have beliefs appropriate to taking preventive action The evidence
suggests that among older childrenand by intereilt,e, adults this is not
true While cultural norms and or socioeconomic factors may account for
differences in beliefs in early childhood the cumulative acculturating ef-
fect of increasing exposure to the larger community and to the media soon
eliminates these differences

The significant sex differences do not perplex us The socialization
process of our sot lety makes females more aware than males of a variety of
potentially distressing environmental and experiential encounters, and
more comfortable about admitting anxieties and concerns about bodily
danger

So much for the demography of perceived vulnerability In what way are
beliefs about vulnerability interdependent' Statistical analyses on these
data as well as on those from earlier studies reveal that significant correla-
tions e A rst among the individual expectancy scores

A youngster who has a relatively high expectency of encountering some
one hed'th problem has relatively high expectencies of encountering
others TF e yoking person who believes he is almost certain, for example,
to have bleeding gums during the coming year will be likely to maintain a
similar belief about an upset stomach Conversely, a child who believes
there is no chance of getting a rash will be likely to have a similar belief
about the flu These relationships hold regardless of age, sex.
socioeconomic status. race, time of year. health problems selected and
,tem format They are not spurious' They argue clearly that within an indi-
y dual Odd a belief there are relationships among expectancies about
health problems, illnesses and accidents. that there is, in fact, interdepen-
dence among these beliefs In short they argue that beliefs about vulnera-
bility behave as a syStem

There is another way in which we can observe interdependence. Each of
the samples can be categorized into subsamples in terms of age, sex and
soc °economic level There were sixteen subsamples in Sample I. eight in
Sample 11, and six in Sample III For each subgroup. the mean scores for
each health problem were obtained These means were then ranked An
analysis of the similarity of these rankings reveals that they are highly and
significantly correlated Across six. eight or sixteen groups, those prob-
lems that are least expected in one group have similarly low expectancies
in other groups, those that are most expected in one group have similarly
high expectancies in others Markedly similar rankings are observed re-
gardless of notable demographic differences This clearly argues that a
sample s belief about health problems constitutes an invariant pattern or
hierarchy ur in other words a set of ordered relationships. or organiza-
tion, or interdependency ex-rsts--tn,;:_biati.d.2.eof
norms
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There are some ,rhportant implications of these findings for health

eCluC,3t s and planners First. left on their own, youngsters beliefs about
,fuinetatiiity wild not move away from a neutral and possibly maladaptive

To the degree that later preventive and adaptive behaviors depend
,'t; aPout vulnerability such'behaviors may not occur. A major

thrust t Jr ..oncerned health professionals should be shaping more appro-
priate le,eis of perceived vulnerability in youngerpopulations

:),.44ond approaches to inducing change in levels of perceived vulnera-
h,i,f, have too long and too often centered on a single target belief The

haracter,sti,s of vulnerability beliefs argue the contrary Indi-
toual Os are notor,ously difficult to change because the other beliefs

they are related anchor them and give them stability, Health
itors and their colleagues should begin to devise and implement

.orogram-, that are multitargeted dealing with perceived vulnerability to a
lilt, cf iif,prohitim;
1!1 rd ut our thinking and energy is perhaps inappropriately fo-

«,-.ti) on -4,i,, .tic k,robiems rather than on a comprehensive view of health.
For ti,crimpli. ei nave dental health education units isolated from general

i-iducahon program_ s Yet beliefs about dental problems are sys-
t.,rinidaii ,nt-,grated with beliefs about nondental problems Perhaps our

wuuld he more effective if our energies were less compartmen-
t 1,,,,,et4 Pr °grams then ought to be more comprehensive than they now
Ar

return to health motivation In Sample I health motivation was
iecrease signiIrcantly and !,nearly with age. Among respondents
than 12 those in the inner-city have significantly higher levels

t"'an ttiose from non inner-city areas This socioeconomic difference dis-
iibpeai"ed after age 12 in Sample II. health motivation also decreased sig-
nificantiy and linearly with age and was also inversely,related to
socioeconomic status In Sample III, among low and middle socio-
economic-level females, health motivation decreased significantly and
ilneariy,with age No socioeconomic effects were observed No consistent

sex differences were observed in any sample,
Again it s appropriate to take a closer look at the data Only among the

very youngest respondents those 9 or younger. is there even a relative
proof.e. tor health over appearance i e . a mean score greater than

1 an? tri;s decreases markedly with age Health as we've measured it is

not a string motive in these samples. certainly not as strong as appear-

ance aria by ,nterence not a strong motive in adult populations But among
the very,,iour-ty health professionals may find a rare opportunity to
engage leaith as a stronger motive an opportunity absent in other target

Popuiat
When we look further at the socioeconomic effects among the younger
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respondents the chaiient beL,orries more clearly defined In Sample I,
among 8 and 9 year olds and 10 and 11 year olds, the inner-city respond-
ents had significantly higher mean scores than those in non inner-city
areas In Sample 11 si_ores were significantly and inversely related to
sor-oecorom,t, status health motivation is strongest m the most
soc,oeconorrw.ally dephyed arid youngest segments of the populations
sampled Tu the degree that motivation energizes directs and organizes
bt h3 or eduuat,Jna, pr gram, that assume and are based upon the exis-
ten,,e ,Jf strong nealth rh,..t,vat,on should be most effective in these groups.

Many professionals .n flealth and other fields find these observations
discordant Typ a,iv tr responded by stating that they know that
the poor anti the strut t,yraily deprived do not value health because the
poor and de.phved do nut ut l ze health services The fallacy in such think-
ing r.,ts in the ad ho, equating of motives ana behaviors and in inferring
the from tr,e i itter Utilization of services is determined by a corn-
oiii,ty ut fat. ti. r, mportant among them economic ones, but the present
re,,earch f,rid,r, 4- measure motivation independently of behavior. and the
results may tit I iiiiieting to a number of professiona,1 stereotypes.

With older ;,,1,ttiutt ) programs based on the Existence of strong
health rn,)!,,ATun may nut be a,setfek.tlyeaS those based on other motives,

i,or'werns for appearance or fur one s image as an attractive sex
partner But the pre.,ste content of such program appeals is of less con-
cern tO an aud.eri(,e such as this The greater importance of the findings to
you s the r sugge)tion that in the absence of evidence we should not as-
sume anything about existing motives in our target populations An impor-
tant tasi< for heaitri eduL,aturs and planners is the development of a broad
knO0iiedqe base about the real motives and values of target populations.
reiiardiess of age The development of measures of such motives in very
young children is a great challenge These would assuredly have to be
nonverbal and possibly pictorial or game-like in character. And the need
for sot h an instrument has to be impresecl by professionals like your-
selve- upon amen _ies vvhii,h through their funding policies, control the
directions in which research is conducted

Since perceived vain -6rabi kty and health motivation are themselves part
of the yOungSterS C,ognittve systemi e that larger psychological com-
ponent i_ontaining beliefs and values among other thingsthe relation-
ship between them is of immediate -fierest A significant relationship was
observed between per,ei Yeri vuinerability and motivation in samples I and
U but only in sample 11 was there any apparent linearity, increasingly high
vulnerability ,Lures vverr associated with decreasing levels of motivation.
In sarnoi, i iuw and hiqh It'rt:IS of perceived vulnerability were associated
with higher health motivation level') tle middle range of perceived vul-
nerability Vvith relatively lower levels of health motivation. No relationship
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was observed in sami.,,!..it1
The data thus indicate that beliefs abuit ability and health motiva-

tion are two ilistinct psycnologit,a1 characteristics, although at early
stages deitiiiipment there may.vbe some inverse relationship between
them

SUM nonsui ioloclists overempioy arid otherwise misuse terms like
role and stiiros so tiio do noripsychologists abuse the term 'motiva-

tion Moti.es are synonymous with beliefs intentions or incentives.
Yet man", health professionals who conduct psychosocial research some-
times broadly group di psychological chaiacteristics under the 'rubric of
mot nation V'Ve ha,e to motivate them is a phrase too often heard in
planning and developing programs

The findings thus support the argument that it is necessary for profes-
siona s to distinguish ,clearly between these two psychological charac-
ter -. Percei.red vulnerability refers to a system of beliefs about a per -
sun s uharit.es of t.riuo inter my health problems. health motivation refers
not to a sy-vterri of such expectancies but to a system of preferences. In
popuititiori,yr,.,(« the existenc,e of certain psychological characteristics
is erroneous.y d-i,iirrwki by professionals educational and delivery pro-
grams based on these assumptions run a risk of being ineffective. For
example in very young low socioeconomic populations. programs that
assume both relatively high levels of perceived vulnerability, consistent
with nigh unmet health needs and also relatively low levels of health
motivation consistent with the linpk.)ver shea mythology of the culture of
poverty would nut be congruent with the real psychological status of the
population Sitriliari,i among Meier populations where relatively high levels
of perceived iuinrdb,lity !Tidy in fact ex st programs that also assume that
health motivation is itself relatively high would be inappropriate.

The three concerns that gerii-irated these research findings have thus
lead to some relevant implications fcr professionals interested in early
-childhood health education in :,urnindry these professionals are strongly
aged to

f. us un rood!, opoate beliefs about vulnerability to
health problems
Treat these beliefs as a system Be mUltitargeted arid corn-

Oue,tIon (J,tii,dlly the idlitisty it all assumptions about the
OSychological characteristics of target populations
Clar ity in their own minds the specific psychosocial charac-
to-r,st( whir,rt they deal taking great care not to blur the
lines between them
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Building Community Health Programs to
Promote Child Health Through

Multidisciplinary Teams

by

Beverly Ware, Dr. P.N.
Assistant Professor of Health Education

School of Public Health
University of Michigan

vVe begit, the aeSsiunS today with a journey over territory familiar to all
of yl)u, for being a team member or working in community programs is what
we e all been du,;1,j I Adl spend a little time reviewing what a team is and
Rtel,if,rig the JC,.etal dimensiuns which have s.gnificance for effective team

furyiuning Then will presen' .iorne strategies for working in a community
and ssess each one in terms of use by a team interested in child health' pro-
motor- Finally, I will suggest a few directions and cautionary caveats about
building Lommun.ty programs in child health through the use of multidisci-
plinary tms

Before launching into the definition of a team and its operaticin in child
health prumtion, we may find it useful to step backward and ask, first of all,
why team' It seems that rnc);,t of is have grown up in our professional fields
with an ,rriplik-it ,..-Ideratanding that functioning in teams is an Aegral part of
our act.. sties But why it may be because the team concept has been around
a lung time. espeLially ,n public healthz,Coulter.' in one of the early books writ-
ten un the team ,...uncept as it (Applied to the nurse, cites five events which have
been cf .niportam..e in the development of teams in public health. These in-
clude the muitidiaLipi.nary nature of health agencies in bringing together var-
ious types of health workers in one agency, the emergence of well-defined
techli,ques to guide gruup work. the renewal of faith in the democratic pro-
cess, advanuca the medical and allied professions which have been both
highly tei..hri,ca. and highly specialized. and the delineation of specific activi-
ties and responsibilities to different professional disciplines.

While the reasons may have been the rationale for team work twenty
years ago there a, e likely to be many/ uther reasons for its use presently. Some
of these might be 1) the complexity of problems being dealt with currently,
which are multi causal trl nature and affect many aspects of the personhis
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so, At and, ultural nature and many systems
educatii !nai. soc iai weilare health and recreational 21 a renewal of interest in
comcreriensive delivery of Dery ices 3) a need to better utilize resources of

mune-, ber,onnei and equipment as efficientli and effectively as posse-
r-e _I 4 !e !! .oiti iaiizerf nature of professional development and

,t=tr,,,

woo -.pond considerable time and effort to develop
oi-trier r a,f,oriaie fur tt,e use of teams in the area of early childhood health

it v_it, but no turthe umment seems necessary since you would not be

r'A'r*'''',t you were h...t interested in and in some cases,already committed
ti, the team arAiroach

. t trAt ,,rve are talking about when we so readily say a team
a;._!o!ciach may be a fruitful direction to pursue' At its simplest a team may be

it its a gr .)up pt ,nde.iduals who have found It more expedient to workt o i Ai irk -Alone A more refined definition of a team offered by
mart ili Kr .tr, ,s i)roup with a specific task or tasks, the accom-

L lisriment,of r requires the interdependent and collaborative efforts of its
is! ilefir iitii ,ndicate generally what a team is, yet in each case

,ht by a iendthy discourse on the nature and charac-
terti s of teams itiustrat,nd the need for an explanatory as well as opera-
!!on,it

Dimensions to the Use of a Team

Trefe are A-number of dimensions to the use of a team, and within each
ntq-r,,I,n there Are a number of issues that seem relevant to consider These

dimensions aid' ttit,,Kt,y to effective team functioning In presenting these
&rgen,ins i will be speaking of those which are early considerations, in
contrast to those which may become important as the team begins to work
together

Formation of a Team

Any r rut-1,+_ of team development usually begins with the group coming
todetrier But how dues if come together' Is it done as is the case of this con-
tei ence by suggestion of conference leaderS who have a grand design for
developing a team approach to an area which is of interest to many different
kinds of pr,,-)fessionais

Ronaid Libbitt and Eva Scriindier Rainman4 pioneered the concept of
Team Training tor Community Change in Riverside, California simply by re-

quiring that teams of people could be enrolled in training Orograms. not indi-
'duals Nursing staffs within an institution or agency ordinanly.form teams to

Carry out activities
mow the team is formed whether by choice or by mandate is of importance

because of the implications for the future development of the team. If it is
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mandated act.vn that.r.a,,,aused the formation, the levels of commitment and
interest to the team may be quite different among its individual members. If,
on the ot't-er hand the team is formed by persons wanting to use the team
appr-aaLt there oveli may be a better environment at the start for future team
aevelobrner t atsk.) reL,...dni...e that there may be many problems in forming a
team such as the heed to open channels of communications, to develop vi-
able connections and to be to risk a new venture But I wouldn t be
here today if I didn t think there s much more to gain than to lose in a team
approach

Type of TeaM Formed

In add, tion to how tile team is formed. consideration must be given to the
tree ,-)f team formed Teams may be composed of persons in the same pro-
fess .;rdl disLipithe and with the same status, for example. all public health
staff tom) trio same department A variation of this team is one with
all staff nurses from different parts of the same agency or from differ-
ent Ageri,:leN e Lorrmunity Also possible is a mix of status within one

r+ some staff level nurses and some at administrative

A team may be multidisciplinary that is, there are members from differ-
ent .1 s pi ries such as asocial worker. health educator, and nurse. While
re%'t d scipIinary teams always include professional personnel of either
tt e san e ,)r different disciplines, they may also include paraprofessionals

members Multidisciplinary teams may be formed within one
agony Jr with membership from different agencies. Multidisciplinary
teams May have a distinct advantage over other variations of team forma-
tion n that they best typify the notion of a team By way of contrast, con-
sider a football team with only guards

An add.tionai factor in team formation which is likely to affect all aspects
of team functioning is that of size A general rule of thumb used in group
:work the 5m..111er the better Most teams reported in the recent litera-
ture number no more than five members:. but there have been many in-
stan,es larger sized teams Many teams in neighborhood community
*ealth that provide comprehensive care were composed of eight
tO ten pers., plus additional back-up support 61n deciding size of team,
one st ,unsideration to the time available for team activities, the
geographii di,tanie among team members. the ability of teams to make
use of ad hoi., consultants, and the general purpose for having a team.

Establishing a Common Goal and Common Objectives

It can be said hopefully that everyone in this room this morning is for
development of early childhood health education. that s why we are all
here Yet how do we who nave come here as part of a team, translate our
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common ioat sej al ta,a,s toward '',v'hich we direct our

efforts?
The prod ' it sett,r4,4 specific objectives can be frustrating and time

consurrImq it ,n,oiyes data collection not just from the members of the
!earn ,nut otner t,qces e,oStinq th,tt may have a potential effect on our
prolectort }oats 4hat it team members have differing perceptions of what

is to be done' To the degree that the team is successful in identifying
commi,h goals objectives or tasks there is also success in the acceptance
by the team of the need tvr joint, planning and decision making Freeman'
emphasizes the need to balance one s goals with those of others, focus on
the commonly agreed upon goals and subordinate personal interests to
the welfare of the group

Developing the Ability to Work Together

Huolo and Bi kriard reporting on the effec tiveness of health teams in a

Ne Y urk City Health Center indicate that a crucial aspect of such a group
5 its ability to manage itself The ability to work together is,demonstrated
in the errienlehi e of mutual respect and confidence among team meni-
hers the ability to clarify role expectations and activities, and to accept
working as a member of a tea:

in ta,k-oriented teams who early determine a specific set of objectives,
clearly defined there,may be little effort made to establish a good working
atmosphere Attempts directed toward this end usually take the form of
'dentifying the p(arttcular areas of interest of each pefson with emphasis on
the resources each one brings to the situation, with little attention to per-
sona! values or expectations

orr-tetimes team members have worked together under different kinds
of situations, or nave a variety of past experiences in groups. These are part

of whet a piersen brings to each new group Teams that take the time to
ctanfy the dxpectations of each team memberin terms of roles to be car-

ried out aria work to be donewilt find they have a more tangible basis
from which to both Wray differences and work toward achieving a rec-
ognition of mutual need and collaboration

Instituting Methods of Team Functioning

it doe-, -,oetti somewhat artificial to separate this dimension from the
previous one Ytt there is a difference that occurs within a group that is
solely task °vented and one which payi attention as well to the process
going on within the group in carrying out the task In many instances, a
team may develop the ability to work together by instituting minimal
methods for team functioning For example, setting agendas, transmitting
minutes. and developing a plan for operation are all valuable aspects of

team functioning
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There are in addition group mainter.ance issues that should be ad-
dressed as part of the team functioning.. These include issues relating to
leadeiship decision making. communication and norms. Acts of leader,:
ship are necessary in any group situation Is there to be a leader, selected
or elected who will perform these team functions. ar are they to be shared,
either through a system of leaiiersh p rotation or through a system that di-
vides and assigns tasks among all team members? How decisions are to be
made c" ould be articulated early Is there to be consensual or majority de-
cision making" Is there to be voting each time? The decision-making
process chosen has a decided effect on communication patterns. To arrive
at a consensus ideas must be shared. listened to, addressed. f embers
must actives} partiCipate More formai decision making may result in a
more format kind oLcomrnunication pattern, where feelings never get ex-
pressed

Fnatly an awareness of the explicit and implicit norms governing the
group beha+,ior rr.ay also affect team functioning. The implicit norm estab-
lished in a tear to defer to the physician, to treat that member as "special",
may be detrimental to tt- e ability of the team to function effectively.

Monitoring and Evaluating Team Activities

A tearnsnould keep track of its own progress. Periodically, the team may
want to treat itself as the pat..nt and determine how it is carrying out its
tasks ;r obiec_tiveE There should be a self regulating mechanism within
the groups so that members are kept aware of each other s activities,
COOrd'naton of effects' can be assessed, and need for specialized training
or or d fferent rtes can be determined. Such penddic review can serve to
assist members in e,,altiation, both of individual performance as well as
that of the total team

Persona! and Professional Development

Tie experienCe on a team soould contribute to the development of the
individual members The team provides a learning situation--a time for
sharing, for dt.fmr- lna perhaps redefining rolesto gain insights into a
problem soliing pi,ess, to further develop skills, and to work indepen-
dently as well as interdependently It should make us in the future better
able to link with tt,e people and systems that are part ofour working envi-
ronment

Freeman' pro., Ides a capsule summary of what being a member of a
team is all abou the willingness to listen as well as contribute, to learn as
well as to teach to leAd as well as to follow, aid to share authority as well as
work with it
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r reer, 1,s( uss,na the dtmer ,ions of effective team

the issues that are of importance in team develop-
,inc ern also is th,2 use particularly of multicliscipli-

i,,iry urnmunity ,ir,..,/rams It is most feasible to consider

tf-e i team,, within {pe context of developing community pro-'

,4r,,crR /n the use of teams Often the community-

tt.arn becomes the responsibility of the health educator or the

r neaitrt A :,t-kor rather than the total team As we examine the

or, in nuild.r,1 community programs we will do so in the context

'It r, tear,: bet. , active in the community
that of a rhultidisciplinary team of three persons from the

',4?Ograr-nC location in Michigan all of different disciplines and ern-

ny ilit!-ren! agencies They have not worked together previously

,tr. , ,n the development of early childhood health educa-

,, B now these three know something about being a team,

hut r.ri j d they do when they return home')
,z,, :,usiv they must begin to start functioning as a team. In

!,) e,,t.ibiv get to the problem of defining what it is they

want thc! tcsf iiii%rioni if the team is attempting to develop a program or

ori:T im, _hre,:ted at a specific target group within a community. or even

to,u ,,Drr,munly it must be concerned not only with program goals,

t,) -',1ch these in terms of the larger problem of organizing a

rn
-irninun ty has a structure It may be a nonstructure in that
(wmtrunity together is that it happens to be adefined geo-

s-r I: 3 ;e7r7Jr that c.c.., ta!n persons all send children to the same day

_ ',tf-r A -htiral matter In community organization is not In the defin-

-,; tP groupor community of choice, but rather what is implied

term Community organization as an entity is a method of interven-

,'H thri't.cr planner, action to influence social problems 10 It is the notion

of ;.. at,tion which indicates that a team working to direct efforts to a

corrpq,n:ty must not just plan but also act

Tne t im begins its work in the community with a planning process that

-rs lu to farn,har to all of you It includes those activities most professionals

n 0+ to riOeCt to planning but in this case done within the context

of 1,)1' Ijfined community and as part of the process the team used to de-.

,Jelop itself The basic elements of planning for community actions in-

clude identifying problem areas diagnosing the readiness, potential,

c.apatiiiity resources and motivations for addressing the problem: and

then setting goals
The process of acting emphasizes the coordination of team membera

and their functioning independently and interdependently The actions in
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Building Community Programs Through Teams

a community organizing effort also require a basic operational strategy to
underly everything undertaken There are a number of models for commu-
nity action, and community workers tend to be wedded to specific ones.

The team must decide what strategy or strategies of action it will adopt.
There are a wide variety of choices. some strategies have been around for a
long time Collaboration S one of these. the joint working together of pro-
fessionals and the community

Collaboration is utilized in the planned change model of community or-
ganization It stresses a sequence of activities undertaken systematically
in collaboration with a c.iient system. which may be a person, group, com-
munity or agency It beyinS with identifying with the target and the need for
change. moves to diagnciSiis am. planning, and then to action taking. The
team which utilizes this, strategy would function as a facilitator of
change "

A more traditional collaborative strategy is based on the community de-
velopment model of community organization Here the effort is directed
toward getting the Lummunity to work on a problem already identified by
those wanting to collaborate with the community. The team in this case
would function as catalysts. experts. and planners 12

A campaign is a second major strategy used in community activites.
There are variations to this general strategy For example, the team could
decide to have representatives of the community come together with them
to collect and analyze data concerning problem areas and plan for what
should be done This is typical of community council activities where a few
are planning for many Imaginative methods for gaining acceptance must
then be employed in the action phase. and the team must develop ways of
reaching the community at large

The campaign strategy has a certain amount of appeal. It brings together
representatives of agencies with the team to plan for the development of
promoting child health The team, however. must address the implementa-
tion in terms of waging a campaign based on persuading the community.

However. there are some newer strategies beginning to take hold as ef-
fective ways to build community programs One is the strategy of training.
The hypothetical team I have been addressing might go home and become
the basis for developing training for a variety of teams in their geographical
area

The team might adopt the strategy of moving itself into a new and excit-
ing activity In this instance it s a catalyst for the development of commu-
nity self -help groups It may seem to be a return to an older day. but why not
develop groups whir_ h Iike Alcoholics AnonyMous. take on the responsi-
bility and maintenance of the group for its own ends? Why not self-help,
group., to promote health' There are many precedents aim ready for
the formation of such groups in the health field around areas of interest
and concern "
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SHMIlafty the cont. ept of ea,_t n.t out to ail eady natural group-
ings.- ot mends and reiati ,es has aisu Petri suggested a.) a strategy for de-
veloping community programs :4 This strategy emphasizes finding
natur3liv-occurring support systems to utilize

There ts yet another strategy that has developed recently with the prolif*
eration of both agencies and professions and the dissolution of the tra-
ditional community This is a strateqi fur finding ways to link the many
separate darts and 9(0(.6 in d commonly The team itself brings to-
gether persons interested in pi ()muting child health as well as bringing to-
gether like-minded groups in the community

h.;Tde, not yet mentioned the soiai ai,tion strategy as being feasible for
teams Social actoun implies the use ot confrontation to produce changes
quickly Experience with sut.h a strategy In promoting the fluoridation of
water supplies and sex edu, ation programs in schools indicates that con-
siderable cauhiin s needed buc,ral action relies very heavily on a well-
trained commun,tv organizer to direk,t the ettorts of the team and a heavy
involvement ;,in the part of the target group or community

To be effe, ti ,e team, roust use a combination of strategies which ac-
commodate the riatu.e vf the ,ominunity the problems being addressed
and the resources of the team

In Summary: Some "Do s" and "Don'ts"

Oun t e oek_t the team to be able to function without someone
takIng responsibility for team coordination
Don t neglect the process aspects for group functioning, look
at the way the team is working
Don t adopt strategies you are not able to carry out fully

01 Do use a team approach when diverse interests need to be fo-
cused on a common problem
Do define spei_it,c oblectik es and identity hie resources in the
team early
Do clarify role epeLtations of persons joining the team
Do agree on decision-making dnd problem solving processes
to be instituted
Di adfireSS indo.iduai value iiifferences don t bury them or
pretend they don t exbd
Do identity team capabilities and areas of interdependencies
Do utilize outside resources as needed
Do realize the teani r,hHiger than the sWil of its components

And tinally do briny a renewed tri tear us baGk'to your own com-
munities
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Current Directions in Educational
Programs for Young Children

by

Jane Schwertfeger, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
School of Education
University of Michigan

Fur those interested in the education of young children, the 1970's is a
period of contempiation and assessment I say this because after more
than a decade .ri wtuvh we have focused upon early childhood, we are
aware of and problems, and pause to assess what we have
(earned a is a difficult. but Important, time Some of our thoughts are satis-
fying and positive. others disappointing All are challenging. The period
from 1960 to tne present has been one where social crises and conflict
have cumbined with breakthroughs in learning in all disciplines to ener-
gize a renaissance within the field of early childhood education. Such
breakthroughs in philosophy. practice and theoretical research about the
deveiopment and education of the young child brought us through an ex-
citing period Among these influences were new concepts of the nature of
the development ut tne learning of the infant. new insights into the ways
children develop thought processes and environmental influences on
learning.2 new interpretation of the structure of knowledge and early
iearning greater understanding of the effects of the family upon
acilievernent and new data on the effect of early stimulation upon later
life

These inteilectual breakthroughs coupled with events on the national
scenesuch as efforts to improve the life of the impoverished and ne-
glected crhid demonstrated by Head Start and the war on poverty, the
presence of anxiety about school achievement demonstrated not only bv,
iow income parents but because of the economy. by those in middle an
upper income brackets as weli the women s movement dependent upon
the school for child care and the lure of child care and education as an
area for private enterprise have provided a credible rationale for educat-
ing children under the previously accepted age of six years. From these
events arose national. state and local involvement in terms of influential
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C,,r rent Directions In Educational Programs

policy deci, ons a, vtie as money expansions of early education as a pro-
fession as as a business enterprise and a general.acceptance that
young children should be educated in groups in their home or someone
eke

Thee turue5eqflain the, reasons behind the early education movement.
They JISO expi Ain some of the conflict disappointment, and strength aris-
ing from it .n relation to educational programming They especially have
affe,ted the behef, we '--.ave about who should be educated and what such
program should invot,e ,ncluding specific curriculum and methodology,
and Airlo should serve as teacher or caretaker They strongly affect the
necessary allotment ut funds and policy decisions Often they have blinded
pressure droUPs to ad but their own needs, closed communication and
cooperation and at t mes brought about efforts that benefit all except the

The Educational Program
in certain w 1,7, Ae have improved the learning experiences for chidren,

in others we r become so enmeshed in developing programs which are
nno. at, ve or demonstrate the idealogical or philosophical needs of plan-
ner, Mott they are ,nappropt late to the development of the child and how he
'earn, Anxiety about achievement and the problems of accountability,
and the ,acK of understanding of the child have brought about the use of
drill on forma i reading and math concepts with three and four year olds.
High, y sir uctu ca,..kage programs have also been introduced which ig-
nore v+,, hat we Knoo,i about cognitive and physiological growth and
downp!ay a chance for the child to be creative or develop the social and
ernutiunal 3K,I6 3t.) important at this landmark-stage of development. Many
programs mpu,e negative influences on learning and omit opportunity for
exbresslon of feelings

On f he positive side, we have curriculum models based upon sound
c,,yk,holog,cal theory = These may be duplicated by the theoretically unm-
itiate,d t, we have Leo tested, evaluated and improved them, And be-
cause of ft we have trained professionals who understand that program
planning evaiciation and high teacher involvement and motivation are im-
perative to program success We have influenced attitudes toward the
learning of younger uh,idren even Infants." and effected changes in the
ele.mentary programs which follow

Effect of Early Enrichment Programs
Then. evnit!ht.e that by giving a child a positive. well planned and car-

ried out group e xperlenc,, (luring his third and fourth year. he will imprbve
in language learning and improve scores on intelligence tests. This
change w,u best be demonstrated by children who have had impoverished
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or unusual learning opportunities in their hones Such gains appear to
mainta throughout the next three or four years in elementary school and
at limes help these children succeed better in the tasks of reading and
mathematics or steer them to more positive school placement with ac-
cumulative positive effects.' Similar gains by children without a preschool
experience after entrance to school at five years. or by children with en-
riched primary school programs, have dampened the optimism of suppor-
ters who earlier proclaimed early enrichment as a panacea for all of the ills
of society it has even caused some to ask the hard question If we can get
same dr gains by improving elementary programs alone, why preschool
programs at all The suggestion that we reach young children with en-
richment programs at an earlier age developed greater interest in infant
pruurams. but even these have not. to date, demonstrated solid evidence
of their value in permanently changing cognitive strengths. Continuation
c't d learning experience into the early elementary years is now
heal.) evaluated by federal Follow-Through Projects.- Furthermore, the
tied nas turned to evaluation of the methodology as well as to a further
search ntu gains in socialization and emotional development resulting
from early enrichment

Disappointment with certain findings has caused us to look toward cur-
ricuium and method as impbrtant variables We are continuing to question
whether a better or different educational program, or whether a continua-
win of enricrirrint into the primary grades. will improve or maintain learn-
ing gains

Effects of Specific Curriculum and Method
Int urgent need to justify expenditures of funds and to show concrete

changes n achievement to meet current demands for accountability has
brought fortn a host of curriculum models and methods, many of which are
in direct opposition to each other in structure and content. Such models
range from those with a theoretical base such as a Piagetian-based cur-
riculum to mere suggestions that later reading achievement will be im-
proved by early reading to a child, while holding him on your lap, or
througil the use of learning materials such as Montessori equipment or
educational tesennson A spectrum of language programs demonstrated
by highly structured drill in Distar," tutorial methods,' and an approach
derived from formal conceptualization of human psycholinguistic pro-
cesses and inteiiigence as in the Peabody Language Development Kit13,14
have developed The mystique of Piagetian thought (impressive, but
descriptive of extremely 'dense conceptual framework, both arduous
and subject to error) has influenced the development of a number of cur-
ricuium models which propose to develop the child's intellectual compe-
tence through self activity and questioning Structured, theoretically
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based activities where, tiiii_lien hive participants in their own search-
ing of multiple and varied iearningzi describe the Cognitively Assembled
Curriculum '` The English Infant School approach described by those anx-
ious for a more hid centered tAirriculoni and the Montenssori approach
have been used sut,Lesstuiiy by persons who wish to tree the child from
adult-imposed structure

As is evident there is a method for all men In this context, my earlier
remarks about program sponsors make even more sense in that each
model is developed and Larr led , iut to fit the values and needs of a particu-
lar group And that is probably as it should be For example, Montessori
enthusiasts seek a benignly organized. status-imposed, curriculum for
those who are comfortable with a defined. proper environment. Currently
in the !Jolted States I'vturitessuri programs are sought by middle class, up-
wardly mobile, white families Those parents and teachers who are anx-
ious about later ,.,hoof achievement, whether they see it as a way to help
their children fuifill the American dream of success or merely to show
academic ur ne .iigerk.e gains in order to-justify demonstration or re-
Search funds -,ee, theoretical constructs and most often a formal, organi-
zational structur ,air order to develop proficiency in concept building and
language Those seeking alternative models to current public school ex-
periences value open organization, child centered, not teacher-centered
learning and opportunity for child and staff to do his own thing, The single
parent family under stress to find all day care for a child and the child care
director facing budget pressures often stress that they do not want a learn-

. mg program, um), safety and kindness, therefore, there isno need for pro-
fessionally trained staff

It is apparent that the current state of education of young children, as
with most educational levels results from a complex decision-making
process often thoughtful and rational, but perhaps recently influenced
more by intuitive feelings about what young children needhighly per-
sonal needs and values than social, cultural and economic events, And
all of this operates in , field of education which because of lack of previous
public commitment has expioded in size and scope A major weakness has
been the iack of a well informed understanding of and commitment to
chid needs among those who have undertaken responsibilities in the early
childhood held

Planners now apoear to be more acceptant that there is not one best
model or curriculum but we still are confused about content (what we
stress, and method ihovv we will present it) Aside from survival skills, cues
derived from developmental psychology seem most promisingi's Certain
project, have demonstrated that if we have clear goals for what we wish to
teach a structured organization in which to present material, and a highly
motivated and iesouri.eful staff plus parent contacts, the use of a particu-
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'ar (1 0t:, (40t f itt+ f tttrn`, ut Changes In intelligence scores and
;anguig,s, de,,eiocment

To summarize at this point we know that there are measurable benefits
to young environmentally imooi,erished children in terms of increase in
ih*,-i-gehiiie language sKiiis but we are at a loss to explain why
such are not more evident after a period of time when children in
early riq,, t,r merit programs are k ompared with those who were not Those
Wn itn :suk.h children cannot help but be aware of other benefits
such rrnproved mot, y ation to learn or social skills but we still cannot
dernonstrite this by other than individual examples

Ode Kh,)o± that tne many new curriculum models are helpful to teachers
and piannera especiaily the untrained, but that singularly no one model
meets criteria of excejltince for all situations And, the majority are best
used for specific iniadren when chosen by knowledgeable staff. It is most
LirlIK*"v that ,/ne modei will meet the needs of all the children in a setting.
Ahlt ilet3lInnel able to prescribe and carry out developmental,

;'...'lrilhined programs
The teat ri i programs now stressing only formal learnings. especially

formal readirl,i tor two three and four year olds are ignoring the develop-
rnent,11 understandings we have Some young children are reading formal
materiel, and hived Support and help but the majority are not. and this is
especial 1.,, true ,n groups where there are children who have not been
raised ,n a shmuiat,ng learning atmostphere These children need a host of
anquage and concept-building experiences, not teacher imposed, vicari-
o.p, earning tags plus opportunity to enhance the positives of self
rnoti,iti, in and creative learning Public funded enrichment programs,

appear to extend experiences appropriate for six and seven
year old-, downward Large group instruction, teacher imposed, and highly
structured methods are not appropriate for the majority of preschool age
ch ldren And the absence of creative experiencesart. music and ,ex-
p,ess,,e movement which snould be a major part of any programis evi-
dent The use of piay as an important means to present concept under-
strind,rig ind creative expression is too often ignored

I understand the anxiety which supports formal instruction and the se.
cur,ty it g,,es adults. and I am not saying that planning. attention to con-
tent and -I, foie teacher participation are not necessary, but they should
tamp' to iyi planning which attends to each child's abilities, puts em-
phas.s cur kept understanding coming from active (not vicarious) in-
voiernent and considers the development of each child A good learning
e. xper,en,_e pruvid,, and supports a rich and varied learning environment;
It not impo,-ie

Issues Affecting Program Quality
ind ,ICk4aJ, y staff must design program goals Most probably such goals
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are based upon individual and group values and motives This process is
confounded by the culture and strongly by the idiosyncrasies of the child
h!mself his physiological emotional and cognitive equipment and his life
experiences plus the social values of his family We are challenged to
match the goats of a society and a tam.iy, and those of a staff. especially the
teacher to the personai development and personal capabilities of the chil-
dren

Planners must be cognizant of how children develop and learn, and
must be informed about the curriculum choices, the staff. materials and
environment they can provide Since planning.is not a task with simplistic
answers decisions are best arrayed at by a total staff It is probable that
seiection from many curriculum approaches, by thoughtful. informed per-
sons is best for the...majority Well informed. highly motivated teachers are
major persons they are informed of the issues of learning. know the
children, and must carry out the directives

Providing a quality educational program for young children demands
staff who underAand the complex issues I have described and who are
icnovviedgeathi, about riuvv humans grow and develop. Also, they must be
motivated to work in a field demanding thoughtful preparation and deci-
sion making based upon knowledge They must be able to work produC-
tively with children and adults sit the physical tasks which groups of chil-
dren require I ain describing persons who have chosen to work in this area
of education and thus have prepared for it. and who have the wisdom and
commitment which come from seeing the issues change and develop.
Such persons may come from paraprofessional ranks or they may come
from disc planes related to education. but they will seek to become knowl-
edgeable in the areas in which they will work

There are circumstances in Michigan which currently do not enhance
educational programs or even support quality staff The issues they raise
are important to ail programs and need action in terms of disagreement or
support '

The Michigan State Legislature does not appropriate any funds to the
State Department of Education fur supen,ision, maintenance or evaluation
of pre-primary rqgrams There is no state aid given to local school dis-
tricts presently operating sucri programs. Nationally. eleven states offer
state funds for this purpose There are funds for kindergartens, enabling .
legislation Act #88, Michigan Public Acts of 1972. allowing local or inter-
mediate school districts to provide funds for local programs. and there is
approximately $155,000.000 of Federal Funds provided for Title I and Head
Start programs Of this only $72241 is marked for professional develop:
ment of staff

Cutrentiy, there are no agreed upon state guidelines for professional
qualification of teachers or other staff in early childhood education. The
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most app opt t,t et 1..01es a State Elul/1-11Ln y Provisional

CerMiLate AIM as z,eit,erit in Early Cii.lithood Education Currently,
only tour ut the state tt ale allowed to use the Z code.
Other, p deia , rttt hair ling 1i tratn,nd at a pilot program status Confu-

kgi ation 41t pi. igharns come from this Al-
though state Ohl( e tit E 1,,,ah1 if, aiipt ,itited task force is working on this

issue tne situation ,,,,iu;te K11111119 igldillS, teachers in preparation, and
Children to suffer

Triere are ni t app,4 r ate iinideiittes for those preparing to work with
young fiatidwapped it the iapidli developing programs for this

group in Icier to ie rt tr funding project teaching staff must

hold an Eleonentar Proi,iZstJirrtit COI titicate nth Special Education En-
d0r5i,!nlent itItqt.; .3t,tijijettk44) that such naming includes preparation
in the (indt,.+5t t 'ding 1,,f the de.eiopinent or education of the young child,

all rrii-1,indroarkis of normal development
f'rt:st nit, tie Dripartilieilt or Social Seri. ices of the State of Michigan

ha in pi epa iIguidelines pet taming to the Reg wiements of Child Care
Oryan;zati,),,, tr,e 5tdte 1,t f,4 rugati These ode're authorized by Act No.
116 of the 1973 Has lugs tot these requirements will be held
in the tau of fieple.:,entation of the child care community has gener-
ally the; e guidelines for those oaring for young children. But
trete are impsirtant deterents to iiripr oiiirig the educational a:;pects of

such program, Two of particular conceit) are as follows,
t Att group, edut dtivtially catented 01 not, will be designated
a.,..;hfrd arc r i r,tAt-, s This ignotes the concept that many groups are
Of ,i,t(Itled taut ypt.;t_ ttit_ t41k14,.<20011d1 put poses and that in all centers,

Alton iqi,od or pi) ,r) is taking place
2! Proposed staff qualitiLatious 14V6CStAiy tom licensing designates that

the -directur or one pet sJr1 1111 a staff will have two years of post high
s.,choot trainIn ,ncitidin9 t.,e1 e nOlits of child development or early
childhood education
titri-Ar two proposr is. ate rio,t suppor Lie of quality develop-

rn«,-rdal progiarli, fa_t ttiey Ili°, e duet try in opposition to that by title
and .these staff and progi din guidelines I he encompassing term child

care. is a misrepresentation of the goals of an educational experience.
And although an effective tare prugiam may come from uninformed staff
or bi trial and error duplication of mistakes does also Appropriate Cur-
rtcuitiin planning and a.',aiencs5 of effectra! programming more often

come Aiith understanding true interactions of theory and content Not all
staff must be fully trained rmit this suggestion that only one staff person
have rnitlirman flaming ;f t .1111(RIi01.1 education or child development
is inadequate for large A.;eittel

The confusion inherent in r,uherit .ciititit..,Attort requirements is clearly
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discriminatory for persons working in the early childhood field The at-
tainment of professiona: preparation is difficult because of the complex
dernands of multiple and often inappropriate certification, and there is
confusion about what is appropriate training. Those developing training
programs are held from Ai-fling appropriate credentials by unclear policy.
The demand for multiple certificates special education, learning dis-
abilities for example plus early childhood endorsement, penalizes stu-
dents twrig to outguess future job requirements. Often teachers are not
credited for work toward a permanent credential and, as a general rule,
comparable or even betterltrained persons work at a severe financial dis-
advantage when compared to those at other education levels,2°

For young prufess.onals trained in early childhood education, it is nearly
impossible to break into the pUblic supported preschool positions, be-
cause of current economic presSures on job security and tenure commit-
ments to elementary and_other staff

There needs to be appropriate rewards for those working with young
children recogn,tion that this is a 'professional area of education needing
the subervisi,,n ,nvolvementand funding awarded other areas, and
clarification of the role of the Michigan Department of Education and the
Department of Sth-icti Services in licei,.)ing, funding and certification of
staff

The educator should be a part of a multidisciplinary team who works
closely together Training of all disciplines should emphasize a strong and
cooperate reiat.onship. and training should provide knowledge of each
of the other disciplines

This description of the current state of a rediscovered area of education
has stressed the ,mpurtarce as Weil as the complexities of the early child-
hood education field It May often appear to be a simplistic and emotional,
not ratipnai area of professional concern Attention to its importance and
espec.ally support for it as a reLogn.zed area of education is much needed.
It ,s one of the areas in which various disciplines have cooperated success-
fully in tfie past for human support' there still is tremendous potential for
the t It is an area where the subjects appear less complex because they are
sm II in stature and where we have all intermingled myth with emotions
beciause of our feelings fur the young In reality. however, it is a field where
the uestions demand even more thoughtful and rational consideration in
ord r to develop a sound base for important future decisions.
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Summary

by

Scott K. Simonds, Dr F.H.
Conference Director

Ai ; 3ook Pack on the time we have spent together I think it has been
onf,table E,traord,nawy thoGghtful ideas have flowed from the papers

pr.-,ented by ,itir s.peaKei and from the discussions of our small groups I

i,_iiiiid Di f3nwer -, ausion to Greek mythology and the predicament of

Hvge,a a pr,,o, ative allegory In Hygeia s inability to promote health de-
li-soite vast (3.r it ./e powers, we are reminded of the opportu ales and prom-

se, of publii-. he;_iiith education and preventive medicine w ich have been
treated so shabbily and second rate in our health care system for too long.

it 6 time for a change to occur' I serge this from my recent work with the
National Conterence on Preventive Medicine I believe w have come to a

t.irning point as 3 nation as we near theend of what has s emed like almost
tirri,tess resotircf?ti No longer can we afford to be extravagant and waste-

tiii The need to preserve our resources and the concommitant need to

conserve our +muted funds require that great attention be paid to preven-

t,ve approaches to solving problems, including those which fall within the

parameters of the human services professions
. in ',ieviii of this professional challenge. I have been stimulated also during
our conference to think about my personal and profeSsional responsibility.
Dr 'Meter S quotation to use from the Talmud seemed to sum up this pre-

41,i-arnent Ina profound way If I am not for myself. v,iho will be for me9 If I

an, fr,t Miii-,eit atone what am V' If not nowwhen'?
As i reviewed the papers which were presented, I vondered, as our ban-

quet weaker did last night, how will we perscrnally integrate this
knowledge ) for there has been a small explosion of knowledge right
hero Pr; Oii 'midst Those of use in the health field na4 been reaching into

the field of early childhood education to understand\the point of view and
theoreticai assumptions on which child development is based And those

of use in the early childhood education field have b en reaching across
into the health education field to understand some f its premises and

Hwo, t'?.i rf" ?")
-1. -r,
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liftlAtV

:1r
1 ' ',Hill put ourselves

41,t for both
-sr I -.A 1:" it 131J I i<Nonit.-,red again as our

r t 4- , , i ,10.11.10 no!d together, He
4, t. .1 , ' "14-` it this Knowledge

irito a fact ,f
" it the T .A.(1 to change the envi-

on-rt-ot t rr,,,, 1. it if stirtInIating one On the
It, =A' 7'1 VA( t .rt1 lit'ort to c;°IfIlkiiNtP Changes in the

,(1,1 ,, talheit 3hiritt in pots that ranged from inter-
i.ert it' ti,,` t ..e, rt, int; eto,id ~cal political action
to ..1, , u ?tl,e .-itions with individual
f..;t- ,,r oarents I sensed as we went
!tit tt - 7' ,;.''tt'" ' 4b,1,,, c nforoversi over whether

, . et iii cr whether we should put
't in IrjA) itrdivioual interventions with

:n 1,1re
,

fit ir, t C4

or!t,, !t t n,a that these questions do hot pose
; t,i,t ,1tt,7-,r a m -liter of priority at any given

t. m,u-t tH J71 individual group. and family
ito.t ill (it ",Nth at also simultane-

k 0" .s , , ti ir1,1 ort,nitin tv level to accomplish the
-,t tt' ,<r t'1 iffig)rovt.rinert of services and

<t.o " 'T ; Irt I 't, '."tt' as a group of people in
the r 4rt t otter t.tt ttin tot mier tt. ,n at the latter
We -J.- ,,,,t ze , ti ited it --,oc ii action

*tp,f1' ti', "ift,ed a remarkable array of issues
, t tt,, t-'a'l of wisdom For example, most

it u n through the provision.
r, t 'egrir,liess of whether we are going to

wor,,, at !h., )r r IrrrrIlintti lovPI There must occur the
it. ot 't -11)(! r(4-tn,7,-ition rif '-iervi( es that will facilitate

rr, ,t, it ,t1;11C).k. iii`, -bill t;t yottng(ttikirett
,t hiE, p.fu,'atiOn of individuals and

f ,f)(1 1,1 y;.:0 anti i uthrhuntty health problems.
t-, 1, 11'10,C),q, 'il-lr)1,11 health And we see

. ,.d.,. ft .;i ' to bring about change< as
we, .1,,pt)i,,,,o(1 in the early part of our con
tereti. it 51, 1" "114r11ty edliCtition to provide needed

;A/ .4 tt tr.,' )ri ,Aled as to whether to direct
t, t, tot 4",11114f ,.-1 environment, for example,

or to ,! t) communIty action It seems
to 0,0 ti=, ;1 y setn,intliC difference The
latter a or '1 t, t, 'ttti ttilioogt; Cornt111,1nIty



tr t turc,rer .iiso requires an organized educational
e" - and groups wro must support change if it is to be

,,A '13.0 ?,itrt't-,;.1 that tlour,dation and lead poisoning are still
,,mmunit,,, has not been adequately

an' r'1U,nit,.(1 to change of health education for-
w- it rnore ha, v_ questions about the role of educa-
t n 'i the", if +./ than anyone discussed in

our t.yeater thought however
, irs(.uss,_,n-, on the need to work for community action and

it seemed to me came the notion that we had to
,ittlef at r.)ss-d1,-;plinary and cross-agency communication

an tt.).)r t' t ,t11 too obvious that it we are all going in different
nc,th ,(.10,(,1 be accomplished Yet with a concern such as early

tt on child development workers and health personnel
,tr1 tea( h offer to find some grounds for the necessary

e,,,:n,rone at this conference sees the needs for working in
:P1:11-" clear from Dr Ware s presentation that this,

o(t, c.- r1,4,^r than ever before because of the complexity,
r),,nv, Itt,t-ww,ii of interest in comprehensive delivery,

3« tr_- need to make better use of our limited -resources, and the.e
ii,zat;on of training that each of us receives as profession-

a', '"P bart,cipants has been how') Orie of Dr. Ware's major
..1,cTerMaidtOrl of goals within the parameters of a common

-rn try Lir ',Ise the concern for the health of young children.
Art{ 'mportant in this regard that we recall Dr Hartman's

rc,) eq,i,t1naittv trio principle that indicated several different in-
th.,,irrie result This is something that I think most of us

4. 1 is cept ,it in ntellectual level but really do not believe at an operational
the community Most of us operate as professionals as if only our

o,,td .tccombiish what needs to be done I recall also that Dr.

iw- th,it we tended to define knowledge as something that "1

An,; ,,,,u ,don t Somehow our understandings and feelings about
w"at .rioA, must begin to be shared in new collaborative experiences.

Ou«iisLussions in small groups helped us to see-how important
, r, in& oitual professionals to begin to shed some of our titles.

J,nted o44t for example that we should take the capital D out of

dime st the .,abitai H out of health educator and capital E out of early
ch,k-thr,od eduuator The human problem (and the key issue) is how to
think ,vain as individuals with skills needed to work on prob.

rather than a-, individuals representing disciplines, and then to bring
them to,-,4,-,,tt,er ,ts a group on thi, basis Can we do this by developing teams
in our cornmun,ties' Dr Ware emphasized that the most important part of



Summary

fejm ng OL tt th,it -.0(Ne that individuals working to-
de'-'er w'-en they are accepted regardless of the discipline from

'"e4 On-le

A 4, t 1. Or ,n plc4nar, sessions and in the small
gro,ps _'w mu. C neaith edu, ation should be taught to whom and
n what way H,,w moth ,Thuuld be presented directly to small children?

A rit.t-q14..,1 to tie' taught to parents"' How much health content
need, De taught to professionals who are going to work with them? Dis-
c ranged fr,-)rh tie specifics of how you teach kids to wash their

n ,a't' enter to the generalities of an approach to teaching
ncept, hea,tr rather than mere disease control Dr Gochman s

re star. n cleartv sh,rw the need to be more comprehensive in our views of
about P-?aith He urged that we be tar more specific about our

;,e+ -r we can have no real evaluation without this and, thus,
" r1::+x,r-i what we are accomplishing He stressed that we

4 t '.rnething about feelings that is how children feel
_if)cut ttt.45 s,nce talk about mechanics such as tooth brushing,

n it enoug- y. neral were agreed that no teaching of young
I 1 "t: tA, t tvts w without the support and understanding of

rn,,,de,, were pre->ented of newly formed or forming. community
,rs to worm n eariv childhood programs and services The Ingham,

M ch gan Co,,nt, Health Department for example, has lust formed an Of-
Yok,nq Cr ,,dren to work collaboratively with agencies in the com-

rn,,n,f1 concerned him the hearth growth and development of young chil-
vir,?n The 1_, kin.ci M,t.higan School system has stimulated the develop-
rreilf of the Li ,onta Community Coordinating Council for Early Childhood
Program; and So_,n. ces iSee Appendix C for a desci lotion

wi,.),4id appear that these new community coordinating mechanisms
are cro.,d,ng useful ways t,,r concerned professionals parents and citi-
zen', ts, collaborate in their local communities to increase communication
and to ne,; n together to solve some of the care and nurturing prob-
1.,?n, the ,,ery young

VVrue our focus in th,s ,onference has been the young child and the
pr-Drnofion pf his health through education and services, our conversa-
t,,,h, ,e rari,ed tr, ,ome the broader social, health, and educational

tr,at rrate ,n which we must work Although much lip
service ,s gi,eri to the needs of early childhood we are basically a youth-
Or ented society and the early childhood period is badly neglected. And

here share ciink,ern for the rights of young children for
health ,er.ices edui,ation and adult supervision, the society in which we
live has a long '.tray to go to live up to anything near a children s bill of
rights Nof only must we recognize the reality of this but we also must rec-
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ognize that the resources available fur human services will likely not in-
crease very much In fact, they will probably decrease over the coming
years Since we cannot expect to go on forever expanding services, we
must find better ways of making use of existing services and to face head
on the priorities in our local communities

There is one opinion that seems to have dominated all our discussions
and most of you seem to share it It is that if we are going to get needed
services for young chodren raised to a higher level of priority within our
communities. we must undertake stronger advocacy roles. That thought,

alone is a heavy burden for us all In conclusion. may I say I sincerely hope
that our corning together to lister) and to share will have given both of us
Just a tort more courage, just a bit more inspiration
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Recommendations

The recommendations which follow evolved during several workshop
sessions in which conference participants. in groups of twenty-five,
shared experiences and reactions related to material which had been pre-
sented by conference speakers The diversity of background of partici-
pants provided a broad base for discussion and exploration of the topics.
Each group developed its on stems view of early childhood health
promotion and health education

In the spirt of the conference, the recommendations represent options
rather than cuinpiete consensus They have been assembled under nine
headings whicf-. refiect the major elements of the constellation of influ-
ences which ,.._,ntribute to the development of the health attitudes and be-
haviors of the. young child The first five headings encompass activities
which must be implemented in order to provide a supportive framework
within which organization for early childhood health education can take
place These activities range from an initial, but recurring, requirement to
develop an awareness of the need fur programs in this field, to the reality of
dependency on financial support for their initiation and success. The sec-
ond fuur headings encompass modes of presenting early cniidhood health
education They take into consideration that educators must be prepared
to provide programs in community and school settings and that parents
and young people as future parents. must be helped to understand the
importance of the parenting,role Furthermore, they suggest ways in which
health care professionals and support persons contribute to the child and
family s orientation to health matters. and finally they stress the important
role of the media

Some of the recommendations will be acted upon by the Miunigan
Committee on Preschool and School Health Education of the Governor s
Office of Health and Medical Affairs Others will be implemented by the
Great Lakes Chapter of the Society for Public Health Education. The
Health Education Program at tne University of Michigan School of Public
Health Will also prOvide follow -up activities It is hoped that these recom-
mendations 4411encourage other organizations and groups to take further
interest in the field of early ctiildhood health promotion and heath educa-
tion in the form of follow -up research, policy development, and the provi-
sion of much needed resources and services

I. AdvOcacy and Consumer Participation
Conference participants emphasized advocacy and consumer participa-



fur the dev,clopitient of an early
cruld**ooa flealth educ.?f,on movement Activities were suggested for per-

sons the local state and national levels who work in some capacity with
dreg and their parents:, It ,s recommended that

health and education professionals develop an advocacy phi-
losphy ,tin derine, the fernys h id health education and promotion
of cr,Hlc,i health and which states their important e

2 Nahonal child-oriented organizations develop and support a na-
;Han tor child-nealth advocacy

3 Prote:-,onals working with young children consider health in a
c,orriprehensi,- A ay which includes the World Health Organization-defini-
tion of health as-, a sense of well being over and above narrowly defined
pr' r:, cal health

1 Health Loressionals consider health promotion in a family setting
Ateiorizing the family into units (such as maternal and child

wr IL^ lrt,fiLially ignore other aspects of the family s environment
Choi! t'ealth and education professionals develop and support a

sy stern of fan !Iyi advocacy which emphasizes the needs of both the family
as a and Its individual members in the context of Le family

b Those who work with or for children help to educate the community
fft_s value of childnood health education in order to create commu-

h support rcir programs and involvement Community organizations
r";,':t. Pe. ,ippr _,,F:hed to tend support Groups such as PTA s ,IC s, wo-
O'lef) > gru,4,-, and fraternal organizations snould be contacted because
t----yhaye impact not onlv locally Out also nationally through their national

a`-liations
7 Local advocates of early childhood proarams make commvnities

aware or national advocacy activities such as those of the health and

education sectians of the National Council of Organizations for Chil-
dren and Youth in Washington D C

8 Public and voluntary riaencies encourage more consumer participa-
t ,,n ri al community pr ,iirarnming for young children

9 Chiid health education and child care professionals encourage.
support and accept input from concerned citizens in the community and

.44,-)rk '044,th them to build local programs in early childhood health educa-
,t1 Input h, >411(i be sought not only from adults but from children as well
10 Advocates of early childhood programs influence the states to build

health t--.1ducat,on into tneir day care licensing measures
11 State and Ocal school systems advocate parenting education both

for younci p#inplri and for persons who are already parents
12 community ,,pokesper ions and advocates be sensitive to the need

far :-,nunrie In content an 1 approach of health education activities for the
young cr ,id so as to maintain their relevance
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II Communication and Coordination among Organizations and
Disciplines Concerned with Early Childhood Health Education

Tne-4, recommendations highlight the need for comprehensive, unified
1-0 r. ire 3t tttr., Many organizations .nd professions which are
n the well -being of the child It is recommended that.

1 Orrj_in,ZatiOnS which work with children develop a more coordi-
nated and compreherizi.10:, rather than fragmented approach to early
childhood services and education

2 Tne Department Jf Health Education and Welfare s Office of Child
De .eL pment pro,, ide for nationwide communication, resource identifica-
tion -ind cot: rdination of agencies organizations which provide or have

earl, Lt ,;Lifluoti health education This would facilitate coopera-
t,on and point Out duplication of effort

-5 '';'t ite aaenciea such as the Michigan Community Coordinated
Cr, i ± (re A leri, Fk..)ur C si act as a clearinghouse for information on

,ir , (_; n at the national state and community levels regarding
yQqrar-Ti-, fi.. -i,tn ser+. ices and education for young children, Such a
i.: fear I encourage utilization of existing resources such as
HE'Al Orrice ,,r Child Development county health departments, local
F-,), 4 1,-C And relevant votufitary agencies

4 Con, erned tyoups at the community level bring together those pro-
and ,Ln,umers interested in health promotion and health edu-

car n n oarly cihOOki The convenor might be a health service agency,
an eAr;ii i7P-ildh,oi education group a school. a Four-C organizalion, a
he'a'th depart, ,ent or a voluntary agency This would facilitate identifica-

Lommunity needs, and the development of plans and
ai.erut-S ,.;' funding The Office for Yc ung Children, recently formed by the
it ir-.1n-1 County Health Departrnc.of (Michigan) could serve as a model for
i:ornrn un ties interested in coordinating activities of day care agencies and
other gro concerned with the young child This Office also serves as an
nfor'rrati,inal resource for community education activities and involves

well as agency personnel
5 LiDcal child health and education organizations coordinate work of

m'? p I nary teams in communities in order to develop strategies for
early -,hilclhOod health education These teams rust work to overcome
proteonal Polarities and to be open and collaborative,

Community Coordinated Child Care agencies (Four-C s) widely pub-
cize their,ourpose and programs

Four-C s and other agencies share more information, Health
ediacator,, should b placed on mailing lists of local and state Four-C's or-
gnizations

8 School systems coordinate their services to expand school and pre-
school linkages and resources
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9 Pr,,,,a.te practitioners of medicine as well as public health workers
and other ciinic.ans collaborate in health education activities in the corn-

tty
10 P.irt, onten,,Le and other persons interested in early

chlictricod neaith education have an ongoing isemt-annual) meeting in

Order to t'f of irn contat t and Interailion

III. Diffusion of Information and Bibiidgraphies
Ccnterence part ,`.;pants widely recognized that there is a wealth of in-

tot-manor) on topics reiatt-pd to early childhood health education, but that it
Is not adequately organized or available for use by persons in child health
and education positions It is recommended that

Edoy chliclhood health and education professionals obtain an up-
,tittti print ,,ut tit ;nturrnation on early childhood studies for health profes-
,winals and 'bout child health for early childhood educators from the Edu-

cation Reso and Information Center (ERIC)
2 NEW of C.h,id Development or a national voluntary organi-

zation whik.r' for.,uses on young children develop a bibliography which
identities resources and gaps in ai relevant research and demonstration
prbjects Pr audio-visual materials for parents to use with their children or
in training of aersonnet ct sources of funding

IV. Areas for Research and Evaluation
TNp need for tn,esttgation into the many factors related to the health

education ind ,vets -being of the child and family received considerable at-
terdion Participants stressed the need for applied social research which
can be organized on the federal. state or local level It is recommended

that
1 P.:ychoiogists sociologists physicians and child growth and de-

,,elopment specialists undertake research to determine what factors are
r,r,,-o in the physical social and emotional health of the young

child
2 Crhid psychologists and appropriate specialists research how and

vvhen the young crlycl established attitudes which affect healthy activity.

3 Fit,,e,tr, hers explore the utilization of the following possible educa-
tional ,nter,iention opportunities for children and or their parents, a) while

this mother is ,ivith the newborn in the hospital, b) hile the child is in a
preschool setting ci while the child is in a day care home, d) when the
Old enters Kindergarten ei during the child s years in school, f) during
adult education programs in the schools

4 Researchers more clearly describe early childhood health educa-
tion in regard to content methods and child s age at presentation.
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5 Early childhood ediiiii_ators continue t direct research toward de-
velopment of curriculum and evaluation of results of child care programs
so that ntumation and rationale can be used for the continuing develop-
ment and operation of child care programs

6 Child gruwth and development specialists and early childhood
educators develop a mudei health education curriculum which joins child
development theurie., with manageable health concepts. The curriculum
s'Iould include nteresting play activities which can be incorporated into
VIP home environment and day care center operations. The activities
should motivate the ulild to become interested in his,her health and
encourage positive health behavior

Early i_hildhood educators and day care workers administer demon-
strat programs with careful evaluations, in order to determine the effec-
tiveness of hearth education programs.

HEW Office of Child Development support mini-grants to encour-
age mmun ty ageni..les to assess the effectiveness of programs and serv-

for the presi_hool child and parents. including skills in parenting with
a map, emphasis on the affective. socialization process.

V Funding Mechanisms for Early Childhood Health Education
The development of funding sources was found to be a major priority in

the establishment of early Lhildhood health education programs, The fol-
lowing are strategies for both the location of existing support and the
budding of new financing channels It is recommended that.

1 triterdisc piinary teams of professionals in child education and
health locate sources of funds for support of early childhood programs,
such as revenue sharing

2 Child and family advocates build a public support base for early
childhood health education sufficient to place it in the permanent budget-
,ng process of local governmental units state or federal government.

3 Child health and educatioh agencies on the federal and state levels
n tiate more downward communication regarding their sources of fund-

ing for coma, inity programs
4 C,vic grk., ups. parent groups, and others identify and communicate

with decision mai,ers on the iocal level regarding needs for funds for early
childhood health education programs

Ad v t.K.ates of early childhood health education make sure that fund-
,nd mechanisms are specified in federal and state legislation which man-
dates health edui,atlun in the schools Otherwise, appropriate legislation
cannot be implemented due to lack of funds

VI. Professional Preparation and Continuing Education
The education and training of personnel was regarded as a fertile oppor-

tunity for development of attitudes and skills which can promote early
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\ CrLidt1Q01 health education Participants were interested in providing per-

\sonne) A ith health education skills and also with creating among person -

het an interdIsciptinary approach to their work It is recommended that

1 un!,.ersity curricula and training programs for persons in early
crldhood education emphasize the concept that the child makes contact

with many different professionals. and that in order to have an impact, pro-

fessionais from Oterent freids must work together and learn from one
anther This interdisciplinary appreciation should be developed from the

(nitittlon of a person s training so that he she will be more receptive to

seeic,,
\
n q resources, snaring information, and working collaboratively with

otner\s
2 \ Educationai programs for persons in child-related disciplines facili-

tate the development of an awareness of one s values and biases which

unden e professional activity
1 \ratr),r1t) for child health and education personnel enable partici-

pants riktA only to develop their talents, but also identity and admit their

timitatio is Professionals should be encouraged to dissolite professional

..., barriers
4 Un\versity student teams from different disciplines have joint field

,work piac'ement programs to provide team experience in working with

persons frm other fields and to emphasize the commonality of all human

service wok
5 HP,111-1educators receive more preparation in early childhood

growth and \cfeye:opment and educational methods appropriate in early

ch:iclhood \ .

6 Presee/sce and inservice education programs prepare teachers of
I

preschool and later levels to teach health education. Teachers must realize

that they can use basic educational principles to relate health matters to

everything they teach so as not to segregate health education- activities

rrorn otner routine or special happenings in the classroom.

7 Educatcirs, psychologists. and health professionals specify the

health content lot training programs for preparation of early childhood

educators It is uggested that training programs include a) the teaching

of positive healtil) attitudes bi how to make social, emotional and physical

health a part of tAle child s daily environment. and c) knowledge of normal

1:hiiii deyeiopment and how to view the normal aspects of all children in-

cluding the handicapped
8 School systems and universities develop,educational opportunities

for paraprofessiorjals involved in childhood education
q State boards of education develop certification standards for per-

sons who :;vork with children in day care programs so as the ensure that

they are familiar with the total needs of the young childphysical, as well

as psycho-social i
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VII. New Directions in Parent Education
The need for resources for parents as well as for those young people ap-

proaching such an age was identified The objective of such parenting
education would be the development of a healthy, nurturant, parent-child
relationship which enhances the fulfillment of family life. It is recom-
mended that

1 Early childhood educators plan ways to utilize effectively parental
influence on the formulation of child behavior. Parents,need to be involved
in the educational programs for their preschool children so that they can
prov,de reinforcement of program activities. Parents must be made much
more aware of the impact which their modeling has on their children.

2 Community-based programs focus on parents in order to ease and
facil,tate parerit-child interactions. Through meaningful parent-child rela-
tonsh,p the cr- ,:d may learn at an early age how eventually to become a
responsive parent

3 Health agencies provide early infant stimulation using specific per-
sonnel and materials to make home visits to families which request such
services ur are referred This service is a method of providing parents with
activities they can perform with their infant which enhance growth and de-
velopment and may improve the parent-child relationship.

4 Community mental health personnel provide services for families of
infants and young children which focus on developmental guidance, par-
enting guidance. and family-child therapy as necessary. An ongoing re-
search pru,ect at tht. Chlid Development Project at the University of Michi-
gan Department of Psychiatry. Selma Fraiberg, director, is exploring
methods

5 School systems develop programs in family living and education for
parenthood in consultation with HEW s Office of Education program,
Education for Parenting Such family health education should occur at

all grade levels and should focus on how to function as a healthy family
member Such a course of study should not be limited to one class in high
school

6 Health professionals join with educators to promote education for
parenthood through the schools as an appropriate, preventive measure to
make students more aware of their current and future roles and respon-
sibilities

VIII. Educational Opportunities in the Health Care\Setting
The importance of the relationship between the family a\nd the health

care setting has nut received adequate attention. The following focus on
approaches for educational andeffective intervention by members of the
health care team. It is recommended that
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1 Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSOT)
services be utii,zed for health education because they develop an aware-
ness n the parent and of the need for health information and further
posit..e actions It is an eduLation tor both parent and child. Such a health
service and education program should be available to all families. particu-
larly the working poor

2 Health planners and 'citizens advocate publicly-supported health
care 4h4Ch r, not fragmented like current programs which in lude some
tim,,y members and exciude others Services must be made available to
the Nita; family health services should not bn planned in a vacuum but
should be coordinated to provide for the family s physical. social and emo-
tional needs

3 Health care providers and health educators develop more humanis -
tii, preventive health care in the public and private setting and improve
methods Lit ,nioirning people of what treatment and care. measures they
must take for illness

4 Pedhitrli,ians family physicians. and their hea lth care teams view
the parent of the crud as an integral member of the health care team be-
cause the parent is the implementer of prescribed actions Health profes-
sionals should be supportive of the parentchild relationship

5 Physicians and other members of the health care team should. a)
recognize that the family has specific needs. b) make the family's experf-
ence in the heath care system a positive one. c) and educate both child
and parent aPuur child health activities so the child can learn from the
health care provider in the office and from the parent at home.

6 The health care system ensures that well-child medical supervision
ocLurs on a minimum of once annually from age one to five, preferably
every six months for famine, who need more guidance Health supervi-
sion includes guidance ar education individualized to the family.

IX. Role of the Media
titihzation of the mass media and citizen involvement in deierming

health topics and program content should be increased It is recom-
mended that

1 Health educators employ the media for the promotion of preventive
health measures

2 The national media organizations and local affiliates give more
attention to health programming for young children

3 Health educators work with citizen groups to determine how to
effect changes in local programming and publishing.
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Appendix B:
Conference Participants

!Oax Aderson
MiLn,gan Dept of Puc Health
3423 North Logan
Lansing Michigan

!lie Anderson
Reg on II Cornrrun,ty Action Agency
Box 1107
401 S Me( rlar
Ja(J.,,on ,tan

Carolyn Arad he
Child Deel,Thprnent Prniect
201 East Catherine Street
Ann Arbor Michigan

Merrily Baldwin
Cooperative Extension Service
PO Box 507
Roscommon Michigan

Debra Barker
Washtenaw County Health Dept
City Hall
Ann Arbor Michigan

Harvey Beaver D D S
.Michigan Dental Association
20630 Vernier
Harper Woods Michigan

Diane K Bert'
Parent Readiness Education Project
Redford Union Schools
15499 Beech Daly Road
Detroit Michigan

Robert Biett
Kent County Health Department
1619 Walker NW
Grand Rapids Michigan
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Sylvia Blett
Kent County Health Dept
1619 Walker NW
Grand Rapids. Michigan

Karen Drantley
Shared Health Education Program
Metropolitan Hospital
1800 Tuxedo
Detroit. Michigan

Harriet Buck
Wayne-Westland
Early Childhood Education
4119 Hayes
Wayne. Michigan

James L Budd
Health Officer
City of Atlantic City
City Hall
Atlantic City. New Jersey

Pauline Carlos
505 N Lake Shore Drive. Apt. 3609
Chicago. Illinois

Phyllis CebulEi
Cooperative Extension Service
P 0 Box 550
Wayne. Michigan

Myriam Costabella
1700-9 Muffin
Ann Arbor Michigan

Harry Dalsey
Shared Health Education Program
Metropolitan Hospital
1800 Tuxedo
Detroit. Michigan



Bttt'io D
Akron Heath Deoa,tt,ierit
Akron Ohio

Barbara De!,,e
Wash tencv,,, 4C

3550
Ann ArlD', Mit rut' in

Jean DeMomes
Oakland Livingston

Service Agency
196 Oakland Avon,
Pontiac tidtwhigan

Ehzabeth DeRatn
Communly Mental Health Board
300 N WaSn.nttf in Square
Lan,,,nq

Gladys Diil,v1
Crnia Clre12.
Wayne Count,,
Herman Kalter Cornptec
151 Taylor
Detroit Michfgari

Dacnro'ni
53,3 5 Forest 190

Ann Arbor M:chigial
John A Doherty
Michigan Health Coum,il
1407 S Harison Road
East Lansing Michigan

Martha DuShaw
Troy Sc hooi District
4173 FieldnrOOk
Orchard Lake Michigan

Joseph G Dzenowagis Ph D
Michigan State university
Department of H P
East Lansing. Michigan

Kyle Euckert
Community Mental Health Board
300 N Washington Square
Lansing Michigan
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Pamella B Field
American Cancer Society
Kent County Unit
326 East Fulton
Grand Rapids Michigan

Jane M Flipping
Prow( t Head Start
32 N Massachusetts Avenue
Atlantic City New Jersey

Don Fredricks
Livonia Public Schools
15125 Farmington Road
Livonia Michigan

Mae Geisler
Head Start
5084 Niagara
Wayne Michigan

Suzanne S Gilbert
1467 University Terrace, Apt 1313-
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Joan M Goff
Wayne County

Department of Health
7442 Highview
Dearborn Heights, Michigan

Evelyn Griffin
Willow Run Community SChools
2171 East Michigan Avenue
Ypsilanti. Michigan

David Groves
Community Mental Health Board
30aN Washington Square
Lansing, Michigan

Donna Habenicht
Andrews University
Berrien Springs, Mchigan

Herald Habenicht
Andrews University
Berrien Springs. Michigan



France,_, H3rp,on
Mode! C ' ,,,t!

! C Art

625 North Main
Ann Arbor ,.W.n,gan

Mary Clare Hettron
No Caiifornia Head Start

Resoarce. Center
San Francisco State University
1600 Hottoway
San Ptinci,z,(. o California

Caro, HiOard
L,v()r-, Puhlq: Scnools

ItIlf-vit, Hk).,t0

Mtcri

Anne E
Heaitn and We ire' D 0 >ton
Metropolitan Lt..? Insur,ince
One Mad,on AvenuoN
New York New Yeirk

Jensen
Ingham County Health Department
Box 1406
Lan,ing Micnigar

V/ and Jubt)
Department of Education
State of Michigan
Box 320
Lans:nq Michigan

BarGar,a Kn.:*

Wasotertaw County Health
Deoartment

County Bt.,'ding
Ann Arbor

Jeanette Klemczak

Marland Yoomsa
Chief Health Education Branch
Indian Health Service
Department of Health. Education,

and Welfare
Parklawn Building
Rockville. Maryland

Mary Longe LeDuc
Region II Community Action
Box 4107
401 S Mechanic
Jackson. Michigan

xothy Lesher
Dental Division
Michigan Dept of Public Health
3500 North Logan Street
Lansing, Michigan

Mary S Lewis
Dept of Health EdUc . and Welfare
50 Fulton Street
San Francisco, California

Sarah Mack
Community United Head Start
2388 Unwin Road
Cleveland, Ohio

Faith Mainzer
Community Day Care and

Preschool Center, Inc
1611 Westminster
Ann Arbor. Michigan

Dolores Malvitz, Dr P H
Program in Dental Public Health
Univensty of Michigan M5515
Ann Arbor. Michigan

Bureau of Maternal and Child Health Nellie Manley
State of Michigan Oakland Livingston Human
1 7288 Bentle # 17 Service Agency
Detroit Michigan 196 Oakland

Pontiac, Michigan
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Cierri'Matelski
Michigan Dental
230 N Washington
Lansing Michigan

Edi4 in J McClendon Ed D
School of Education
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor Michigan

Bill McDermott
Community Day Care and

Preschool Center Inc
1611 Westminster
Ann Arbor. Micniqah

Bei.erty McGurk
Dept of Social Services
H.),cornmon County Building
Roscommon Michigan

Florine Mr Nary
Office of Chid Devii-ilopment
Room 107
Dept of Health Educ and Welfare
San Francisco California

Roger Mead D D S
Michigan Dental Association
3106 Swede
Midland Michigab

Joan F Meisenhelder
Child Care Coordinating Council
71 E C-erry Street
Detroit Michigan
Paula Meister

Start
32 N Massachusetts Avenue
Atlantic City New Jersey

Beverly Merrill
Michigan Heart Association
P 0 Box LV-160
Southfield Michigan

Judith R Miller
American Academy of Pediatrics
P 0 Box 2042
Seattle Washington 8
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Rita E Miller
Ingham County Health Dept
6589 Cutler Road
DeWitt, Michigan

Faren Mitman
Akron Head Start Program
Akron Ohio

Dorothy N Moore
Hewitt Research Foundation
Box 179
Berrien Springs Michigan

Raymond Moore
Hewitt Research Foundation
Box 179 .

Berrien Springs, Michigan

Jane Morrison
Berrien CoDnty.Health Department
1130 Salem
Benton Harbor, Michigan

Jane Osburn
Washtenaw County Health Dept.
County Building
Ann Arbor. Michigan

Cindy Quackenbush
Community Day Care and

Preschool Center, Inc
1611 Westminster
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Marianne Reinhalter
Little Red School House
2012 La Forge Road
Ypsilanti. Michigan

Norbert Reinstein
United Community Services
51 West Warren
Detroit. Michigan

Marian Roberts
Washtenaw County
Dept of Social Services
120 Catherine Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan



Barbara Robinson
Michigan Dental Association .

1475 Ravenwood
Ann Arbor Michigan

Janice Ruff
Office of Health and Medical Affiars
Lewis Cass Binding
Lansing Michigan

Jan Schumacher
Wayne-Westland
Early Childhood Education
26086 Continental Circle
Taylor Michigan

Steven Schwartz
Laid law Brothers
Thatcher and Madison
River Forest

Rebecca Sherman
American Academy of Pediatrics
Head Start Consultation Program
330 South Wens St Room 1022
Chicago, Illinois

Ruth Simon
Ingham County Health Department
403 West Greenlawn
Lansing, Michigan

Samuel Thorpe. D D S
Michigan HMO Plans Inc
660 Jones Street
Detroit Michigan

Susan Tober
Shared Health Education Program
Metropolitan Hospital
1800 Tuxedo Avenue
Detroit Michigan
Mike Trout
North Central Michigan
Mental Health Center
221 East Chapin
Cadillac, Michigan

Douglas Vilnius
Wayne County Health Department
Merriman Road
Eloise, Michigan

Judy Walker
Wayne-Westland
Early Childhood Education
627 Darwin
Westland. Michigan

Graham Ward
National High Blood Pressure

Education Program
National Institute of Health
Room 1105 Landow Building
Bethesda, Maryland

Shirley Ward
Out Wayne County Head Start
28515 Tavistock Trail
Southfield, Michigan

Donna Warner
College of Human Medicine
Michigan State University
B209 West Fee Hall
East Lansing, Michigan

Pat Watkins
Roscommon County Health Dept.
Roscommon County Building
Roscommon, Michigan

Mary Wehking
Little Red School House
2012 LaForge Road
Ypsilanti. Michigan

Winnie Willis
Maternal and Child Health Program
University of Michigan
School of Public Health
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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Appendix C:
Livonia Community Coordinating Council for

Early Childhood Programs and Services
A Description

Introduction
Th +0, low ,na stAtenient ot belief and purpose designed to serve as a

gu ge to the o,gin zat, n and ciL t,v 'ties of a community-wide coordinating
cout,: ; tor ,-an, h idhood education during the preschool years, It was

r, .mail group c,t interested parents and professionals con -
rtA tainirk; and Improving the quality of public and private

t,, ch Id and his parents in Livonia. Michigan.

Philosophiand Objectives
The development of the wh ile child, physically socially, emotionally,

and ,nteiletuaily is the foundation for all programs involving services to
dreh of preS0100, age The aspects of child development cannot be

soTated ir separlted from each other if the full potential of every child is to
enfl ini.ed The rialani_ed development of each child also requires input

,L-,y,,,Lor.ition from specialists in every field
During relent years public concern for children s growth and develop-

dur,n() the f rst five years of life has been growing steadily, reinforced
by tke results of re,earch covering areas of nutrition. intellectual stimula-
t:on st> luentia stages of development and learning. In addition, revolu-
t,,:n lr, cnanges in the structure of our socie rve made care for children
iii,itside the home a crucial component of community planning

in Li iiuriki it 1,, proposed that a community coordinating council for early
Ct-, dr, Dod programs and services be established to share information,
study .-..ommon brobiems support and strengthen existing programs, and

t a> --i CC),,i1Won tor initiating actions where needed
The Li ,e-mia Community Coordinating Council will be composed of an

interd.scip [nary u.-:p of professional child care workers, including
agencies the pcbliu schools, and private operators, as well as parents and
nterested citizens The Council will bring together health, education, reg-

ulator y and ad vot,aGy personnel in the area of children's services to share
the perspective of their individual agencies as an integral part of a
Livonia-based group of concerned parents and citizens. It will provide
leadership :n coordinating and developing a network of services to pre-
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school children and parents using existing resources where possible that
contribute to the development of the total child

Goals for our Council in an effort to meet the responding needs should
be to

I involve parents. both as policy makers and resource
consultants
Publicize programs and services now available

3 Assist in an overall assessment of the area to ascertain
what is needed and wanted.

4 Share information about current legislation directly or
indirectly influencing early childhood programs.

5 Assist in locating funds and other resources for early
childhood programs

6 Raise public awareness of children s needs and rights
7 Involve existing child care centers. day care homes,

public schools. federal educational programs. mental
and physical health programs in a community-wide co-
alition to maximize the potential outreach to all pre-
school children and their parents

Summary
In summary the Livonia Community Coordinating Council for Early

Chiidhood Programs and services is structured to take an active role as a
supportive and advisory consortium of interested persons and agencies
to provide a number of alternative programs to meet the needs of all children

and families Within the specific area of Livonia.
it is the Council s function to see that emphasis during the early years is

placed on the development of the total child rather than placed abnormally
in the stimulation of one area over another. to see that maximum use is
made of existing facilities through cooperative efforts, and to insure the

involvement of parents
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